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Blue Key Honor Fraternity Taps 11 Students

Senior Class Officers For Year Elected
Tap New
Minarets
Into Frat

ELEVEN NEW MEMBERS OF BLUE KEY
rwrrw \ XT

•wr-rtRKOOR

BULTMAN

MAY

THOMAS

RALLINGS

Gillespie
Will Head
Top Class

Local Architectural Franternity Take In Students
High In Profession

Prince, Martin, And Thomas
Will Fill Other Posts
For Coming Session

OFFICERS NAMED

VOTE IS HEAVY

Phelps H. Bultman, of Sumter
was elected president of the Minarets, honorary architectural fraternity, at a meeting April 14.
J. Alison Lee of Greenwood was
elected vice president, John \V.
Inabinet of Bowman as secretary,
and Kenneth B. Koehler of Louisville, Ky., as treasurer. Floyd F.
Kay, Jr., was re-elected editor of
the Minaret Bulletin, the Society's
quarterly publication.
Those receiving membership,
which is based on high academic
standing and general aptitude
along architectural lines, are W.
O. Ameen, Winnsboro; D. G. Anderson, Miami, Fla.; K. Berger,
Baltimore, Md.; J. E. Cothran. Inman; R. C. Dilfield, Clemson; W.
PEEBLES
SMITH
STILL
KfitVEN
C. Dowis, Spartanburg; J. R. Gray,
Blue
Key,
national
honorary
service
and
leadersh
ip
fraternity,
recently tapped eleven new members
Anderson; J. W. Hamer, Tatum;
into the organization. They are now beginning a n informal initiation. Men entering the local
W. E. Helms, Molino, Fla.; and R.
chapter are Phelps Bultman, "Bumps" Freeman, L'io Kirven, Dan May, Sam McGregor, David PeeA. Kilgore, Laurens.
bles, Phil Prince, E. M. Railings, L. B. Smith, Char lie Still and Bob Thomas.
Also V. E. Lewis, Spartanburg;
H. C. McDonald, Brevard, N. C;
B. B. Neeley, Columbia; A. A.
Rice, Anderson; M. D. Rice, Kathwood; T. C. Rickenbaker, St. Matthews; H. J. Riddle, Charleston;
G. S. Sanders, Ehrhardt; H. H.
Tarleton, Union; and C. K. Warner, Louisville, Ky.
The new "Scabs" will begin
their informal initiation shortly
The Honorable A. M. U Wigand will be formally taken into
the Society at a later date.
gins To Speak To Seniors
The Minarets have recently
In Outdoor Ceremony
sponsored a show and presented
an exhibit of water colors, models,
and architectural designs at the
A temporary staff for SLIPTO BE AT 6:30
Y. M. C. A.
STICK, official magazine of the
Engineering Department,
was
The Honorable A. L. M. Wiggins,
Nominations for the rising
elected at a meeting on April 16.
Undersecretary of Treasury will i unior class officers were made
The key men are D. R. Shelor,
speak to the graduating class of last Monday night in the college
nechanical engineering junior of
"ireenville, editor; A. L. Chalker, Clemson on June 6 at 6:00 in the chapel. Two men were nomi-nechanical engineering junior of Amphitheater. On the same day, nated for each position, and the
South Orange, New Jersey, assist- Reverend Paul Hardin, Jr., pas- elections of these students will
•nt editor; L. D. Sherer, civil en- tor of the Wesley Methodist be held next Monday in front of
'inering senior of Clemson, busi- Church of High Point, North the post office between 8:00 a. m.
Carolina, will deliver the Baccaness
manager; L. B. Lefevre, elecSophomore class nomination?
laurate sermon in the college and 7:30 p. m.
for the coming year were made rical engineering junior, of Au- chapel at 11:30. Reverend Mr.
For the office of president, Bill
usta, Georgia, assistant business
this past Monday night in the colHardin is a brother to Reverend Darby, arts and sciences junior
nanager.
lege chapel before a crowd of les'
Wannamaker Hardin, pastor of of Fort Motte, and W. P. "Doc'
Other men elected were J. M. the Clemson Methodist Church.
than a hundred. Three men wer'
'Roberts, agricultural economics
nominated for each office. Thf 'ohnston, electrical engineering
Plans have been made to hold sophomore of Lugoff, were nomielection will be held next Mon- unior of Greenville, circulation two services in different places, nated.
day. April 26 from 8:00 to 7:30 nanager; J. B. Berry, electrical weather permitting. In case of
A. H. McLaurin, arts and
ngineering junior of Dunwoody, rain, the graduating exercises will sciences sophomore of Bennettsin front of the post office.
The three men nominated for Georgia, assistant circulation be held in the college chapel.
ville, and Walter Moorman, civil
the office of president are Ray nanager; F. E. Beaty, mechaniA program has been arranged engineering sophomore of FlorMathews, agricultural freshmar :al engineering junior of Char- for this exercise that will include ence, will battle it out for the
of McKeesport, Penn.; P. F. Mac- eston, advertising manager; and several selections from the Clem- office of vice-president.
Donald,
electrical engineering \. W. Shoolbred, civil engineer- son Concert band under the direcFor the office of secretaryfreshman of Charleston; and J. ng junior of Columbia, assistant tion of Hugh H. McGarity.
treasurer, Bob Rayle, arts and
H. Stovall. civil engineering fresh- 'dvertising manager.
The program for the Baccalau- science sophomore of Eastover,
man of Charleston.
V. W. Cauthen, electrical en- rate sermon is as follows:
and Frank McLaurin, pre-med
James C. Clanton, pre-medical gineering junior of Greenville,
sophomore of Bennettsville, will
Sunday, June 6 11:30 a. am
freshman of Charlotte, N. C; J. md H. C. Sweeny, mechanical engo up against each other.
College Chapel
Allen Tison, textile engineering ineering junior of Anderson,
Howell Arthur, arts and sciences
Prelude
freshman of Bennettsville; and vere elected to the editorial staff.
sophomore of Bristol, Tennessee
Doxology by Congregation
John Childress, textile engineerThe staff set the date of their
and Forrest Suggs, electrical enPrayer
ing freshman of Ft. Knox, Ky. mnual banquet for April 23 at Reverend Wannamaker Hardin gineering sophomore of Anderson,
were nominated for the post of ■even-thirty p. m. at the Mayfair
were nominated for the office of
Scripture
vice-president.
Grill in Anderson.
historian.
(See Page 3—Col. 6)
For the secretary-treasurer position, W. H. D. Gaillard, electrical engineering freshman of
Florence; E. L. DuCom, mechanical engineering freshman of Sumter; and C. W. Anderson, textile
manufacturing freshman of Summerville will seek to be top man.
The annual Board of Visitors
The three men running for the
meeting here at Clemson will be morning with an inspection of the Busby, South Carolina Power
historian post are J. H. James, ield on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Company, Charleston; Mr. R. R.
education freshman of Cleveland.
Friday, May 5, 6, and 7. Programs barracks from 11:20 to ll:4o. The
P. G. Reynolds, architectural en- have been, arranged for these 14 visitors will then lunch with the Coker, agriculturalist, Hartsville;
gineering freshman of Sumter;
members, and will include tours cadet corps in the mess hall. That Mr. Frank Duncan, poultryman,
and A. A. Muckenfuss, electrical
afternoon a parade will be held Sharon; Mr. B. M. Edwards, bankall over the campus.
engineering freshman of Florence.
The men will open their session on Bowman Field in their honor er, Columbia; Mr. T. J. Mitchell,
lumberman, Pickens; and Mr.
with lunch in the Trustee House from 6:00 to 6:30.
Thursday morning, the visitors Carl Nicholson, textiles, Anderat 1:20 on Wednesday, and will
Spring Inspection
continue their meetings with dif- will continue on tours and hear son.
Also, Mr. C. E. Frank Prettyferent members of the Clemson reports of departments that have
To Be May 10-11
acuity throughout the afternoon, not already been included on the man, lumberman, Summerville;
The annual ROTC inspection with each member giving a report program. They will meet at 1:45 Mr. Hugo Sims, Sr., publisher.
of the cadet corps is scheduled on his respective department. The in the Trustee House where final Orangeburg; Mr. J. P. Stevens,
for May 10 and 11. ROTC cadets Wednesday meetings will fend at business will be taken up and the Jr., New York, New York; Mr.
will be excused from classes to 8:00 that night when supper is selection for the 1949 hold-over A. B. Taylor, wood preserver,
Spartanburg; Mr. P. A. Wallace,
will be held.
the extent necessary to parti- served in the Trustee House.
Members of the 1948 Board of South Carolina Senator, BennettsThursday will provide a full
cipate in the inspection, though
every effort will be made to day for the visitors, starting with Visitors are Mr. Roddey Reid, au- ville; Mr. W. L. Watkins, attorney,
avoid the necessity for class breakfast at 7:45.
Reports of tomobile parts jobber, Rock Hill Anderson; and Mr. J. P. Williamseveral schools will be given that (hold-over member); Mr. Austin son, Dixie Stores, Greenville.
absences on May 10.

Graduation Program To Be
June 6 In Outdoor Theater
New Slipstick
Staff Announced

Freshmen Place Men
In Race For Next
Year's Officers

Rising Juniors Pick
Candidates For Next
Year's (lass Officers

NEW SENIOR OFFICERS

Elections for senior class officers for the coming year were I
run off Monday with over fifty
per cent of the class turning out
for the voting. Frank Gillespie,
electrical engineering junior of j
Beckley, West Virginia, was elected president, polling over three
times as many votes as the other
two men in the race put together. |
Gillespie received 343 of the 448 j
votes cast. E. M. Railings, voca- '
tional agricultural education junior
of Pageland, received 81 ballots
and Gil Allen, agronomy junior
of Franklin, Tennessee, polled 22.
Phil Prince, arts and sciences
junior of Erwin, Tennessee, carried away laurels in the vicepresidency race by getting 265
votes while I. L. "Rusty" Donkle,
textile manufacturing junior of
Greenville received 94. Clyde
fterron, chemical engineering junior of Anderson, gathered in 87.
The "•ace for secretary-treasurer was,one nf the close" runoffs.
Bob Martin, pre med junior of
Fort Mill, secured 202 votes to
cop top honors. Runner up posts
•mwit to Leonard Macgruder, electrical engineering junior of^ Central Hershey, Cuba, with 131 ballots, and J. F. Covington, electrical engineering junior of Clio
who claimed 115 of the totals
Bob Thomas, architecture junior
of Clemson, and M. C. Rash, premed junior of Lockhart, carried
on the closest race of the day for
the • post of historian. Thomas
came out on top with 215 votes to
176 for Rash. Jerome Wilson,
textile chemistry junior of Greenville, received 51 votes for this
post.

Clark To Speak At
Annual Phi Psi Fete
Mr. David Clark, publisher of
many leading textile magazines,
will be the principal speaker
when the Iota chapter of Phi Psi
national honorary textile fraternity, holds its annual banquet ir
Greenville on April 30.
Those expected to attend the
banquet are active members of
Phi Psi, their wives and dates;
alumni members of this locality;
and faculty of the textile school
who are members of Phi Psi.
The banquet is to be held in
the Rose Room of Hotel Greenville, and Mr. Clark has chosen
for the subject of his talk "The
Background of Textile Industry
of the South."
Officers of Phi Psi are Louis P.
Batson, Jr., textile engineering
senior from Greenville, president;
J. H. Walker, textile engineering
senior of Griffin, Ga., vice president; and H. M. Miller, textile
manufacturing junior from Chester, secretary and treasurer.

Board Of Visitors Will Make
3 -Day Inspection Tour In May Phi Eta Sigma Takes
In Eleven 'Morons'

Eleven students currently enrolled at Clemson College have
been selected for membership in
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honor
scholastic society. Eligibility is
based on grade point ratio of
7.5 and above.
The new members are H. G.
Allison, Gaffney; H. E. Bland,
Gaffney; D. C. DuBose, Newark,
N. J.; J. C. Ferguson, Asheville,
N. C; J. D. Henry, Simpsonville;
P. E. Rile. Middlesboro, Ky.; W.
H. Sibley, Greenville; J. F. Cathcart, Bishopville; B. D. Hicks,
Fort Mill; J. A. Shockley, Falls
Church, Va.; and C. C. Taylor,
Greenville.
These men have just completed
a period of informal initiation.

Top Club
Picks Men
Recently
Men Will Start Informak
Initiation Soon; Date Of
Banquet To Be Given
LEWIS IS PRESIDENT

MARTIN
THOMAS
Senior class officers were recently nominated and elections were
run off last Monday with over fifty per cent of the rising senior
class voting. The men elected were Frank Gillespie, president;
Phil Prince, vice-president, Bob Martin, secretary-treasurer, and
Bob Thomas, historian.

Southern Symphony
Here Sunday At 6:30
Sixty-five professional musicians will appear with the Southern Symphony Orchestra in the
Clemson Amphitheater Sunday,
April 25th at 6:30 P. M., under
the direction of Carl Bamberger.
This orchestra, composed of musicians from some of the leading
orchestras in our country, appears
in South Carolina each year at
the time when the seasons of the
orchestras to which they belong
has closed.
Brought to this state by the
sponsorship of the Columbia Music Festival, the orchestra climxes the season with the Spring
Festival during the last week-end
in April. K
The program will include, for
the first time in its history of appearances here two songs by the
Clemson Glee Club. Professor
Hugh H. McGarity, Director of
Music, will direct the Glee Club
and conduct the orchestra in presenting "Let Their Celectial Concerts All Unite", G. F. Handel,
and "When to Thee Our Saviour
Went", R. Wagner.
The remaining program is as
follows:
Oxerture to the Opera "The
Bartered Bride," Bedrich Smetana, 1824-1884.
Dream Pantomime from "Han(See Page 3—Col. 4)

Twelve nominated
Posts Next Year's
Senior Council
Twelve men were nominated
for positions on the senior council for the coming year, of which
six will be elected next Monday
between the hours of 8:00 in the
morning and 7:30 in the evening
in front of the "P. O."
The men nominated are Bill
Moore, arts and sciences junior
of Sandy Springs; Leo Kirven,
pre-med junior of Pinewood;
David Banks, arts and sciences
junior of St. Matthews; Gil Allen,
agronomy junior of Franklin,
Tennessee; Bobby Friar, textile
engineering junior of Montmorenci; and Billy Rogers, agricultural economics junior of Lake
View.
Also, Earl Morris, arts and
sciences junior of Orlando, Fla.;
W. F. Dukes, pre-medical junior
of Branchville; J. G. Hickerson,
arts and sciences junior of Greensboro, N. C; Doug Barf ield, vocational agricultural education junior of Kershaw; and Charlie Still,
chemistry junior of Greenwood.

Election of eleven outstanding
students to the local chapter of
Blue Key, national honorary fraternity, was announced last night
by Giles F. Lewis, 'president of
the Clemson group.
New men in the organization
are Phelps H. Bultman, Edwin
(Bumps) Freeman, Leo Kirven,
Dan S. May, Sam E. McGregor,
David Peebles, Philip H. Prince,
E. M. Railings, L. B. Smith,
Charles N. Still, and Robert T.
Thomas.
Informal initiation of the
"Worms" begins tomorrow and
will last for one week. The date
of the formal induction ceremony
and banquet has not been set.
Bultman, architectural junior of
Sumter, is a member of Phi Eta
Sigma, Tiger Brotherhood, and
the Clemson Little Theater. He
is the Art Editor of the '48 Taps,
president of the Minarets, and is
?oing to be a Commencement
Marshall at this year's graduation
exercises.
Freeman, civil engineering junior of Clemson, is a member of the
IPOAY Regional Council, the
Junior Y Council, Tiger Brotherhood, the Glee Club, and the
Clemson chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
He is also president of the Concert Band and secretary of Mu
Beta Psi.
Leo Kirven, pre-med senior of
Pinewood, is a member of Phi
Eta Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon,
Tiger Brotherhood, and Delta Sigma Nu. He is president of the
Veterans Organization, vice-president of Tau Kappa Alpha, vicepresident of Alpha Psi Omega,
Tourney Chairman of The Calhoun Forensic Society, vice president of Alpha Sigma Phi, and
(See Page 2—Col. 5)

If unceford Band
Signed for dr-Sr
Jimmie Lunceford's Orchestra, with Eddie Wilcox and
Joe Thomas, has been signed
for the Junior-Senior Ball,
according to a report received
by the Tiger shortly before
press time.
This orchestra, billed as
"The Pioneers of the Swing
Era", is one of the best known
Negro bands in the country.
The Friday night dance
will be formal or semi-formal, which means that men
attending may wear the formal tux or uniform, or come
semi-formal in a dark or a
white suit. Cost of the Friday night ticket will be $2.50.
The Saturday night event
will be informal, and will
cost $2.75.

Students Must Sign Up Now If
Planning To Return In '48-*49
In view of the fact that the
number of students who desire to
attend Clemson exceeds the capacity of the institution, it is necessary that all students make
reservations in advance if they
wish to be accomodated, it was
announced today by the registrar.
The reservation card should be
filled out and returned to the
Registrar's office by April 26 if
the student expects to continue
enrollment in June or return in
September. No reservation can
be promised unless the card is
returned promptly by the date indicated above.
The card is divided into two
sections. One is a reservation
card for the summer session and
the other. a request for a reservation for the 1948-1949 session
that begins in September. Students who expect to attend both
the summer session and enter in

September are required to fill
out both sections.
However, if plans have not been
made to attend the summer session, fill out only the "Request
for Reservation for 1948-1949
session" and return the card intact to the Registrar's office By
April 26.
These cards may be picked up
in the Registrar's office in the
basement of the Main Building.
Students are urged to fill the
cards out correctly,' giving catalog number, title, and credit hours
of each course desired. Persons
attending the summer session will
be allowed to take from six to
13 credits hours, depending on
grade point ratios.
The summer session will begin
on June 18 and extend to August
19. The 1948-1949 session begins
on September 9.
Students are reminded that no
reservation deposit is required

for the summer session, but all
who are planning to enter school
in September will be billed for a
$25.00 reservation deposit within ten days after they are notified.
All reservations are made subject
to the condition that the student
is eligible to continue his enrollment. If the student is not notified concerning his failure to
qualify for re-enrollment until
after he has paid the reservation
deposit, the deposit will be refunded.
Expenses for the nine weeks
summer session will be $177.50
for a non-veteran living in barracks, $84.95 for non-barracks
non-veteran. For the veteran who
plans to live in the barracks, the
expenses will be $92.55 and for
the non-barracks veteran, no
charge will be made unless he desires laundry service which is
$6.30 or desires meals in the mess
hall which is $78.75. .
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Baptist Church Planning Large Expansion Program On Building"
BAPTIST EXPANSION PROGRAM BEGINS
SPANGENBERG

EARLE

Ground Is Blue
Broken For

TIGER BROTHERHOOD "CUBS" STAGE PARADE

Ke

(Continued from Page 1)

$70,000 Enlargement Will
Begin Next Week; Earle
Breaks First Ground
ADDITION ON NORTH END

HELTON

COLE

HARDEE

PATRICK

An Rxpansiou program has been begun on the Ciemson Baptist Church that will, cost approximately $70,000 when completed. The ground breaking ceremonies were held recently. Baptist
leaders on the campus were present when Dr. S. B. Earle, chairman of the Board of Deacons, broke
the first turf. They are, reading from left to right, Mr. K. R. Helton, chairman of the finance committee, Rev. Harold Cole, pastor of the church, Jim Spangenberg, minister of students, Gilbert Hardee, president of the Clemson Baptist students union, Dr. Poole, and Mr. C. S. Patrick, superintendent of the Sunday School.

Clemson To Be Host To South Carolina
Academy Of Science Weekend Of April 24

Clemson Sailor Sees
Roosevelt Honored

James Henry Lewis, stewardsClemson College will be host matics, physics, and geology with man, U. S. N., husband of Mrs,
for the South Carolina Academy the South Carolina Section and
Dorothy Lewis of Clemson, was
of Science and the South Carolina the Western Carolina Section oi
in
London, England, for the unState Junior Academy of Science the American Chemical Society
on Saturday, April 24.
| will meet in Room 335 also at veiling of the Franklin D. RooseThe state academy is also hold- ; 2:00 p. m.
velt Memorial on April 12. His
ing a joint union with the South
Dr. R. F. Poole will give an Ad- ship, the light cruiser USS Fresno,
Carolina Section and the Western dress of Welcome at 10:00 a. m.
Carolina Section of the American '■ Saturday. Among other addressesrepresented the United States
Chemical Society.
Dr. Gilbert ' and lectures, Mr. E. J. Lease of Navy during the ceremony.
H.' Collings of Clemson is Presi- Clemson College will speak on
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who
dent of the Academy.
"Improving the Food Value of unveiled the statue of the late
The Council of the Academy I Corn Meal and Grits." Mr. A. C. President, was guest of honor at
will meet Friday night at 7:30 in [ Robinson will make an address on
the Trustee House. Most of the | the new ceramics laboratory at a luncheon given aboard the Fresmeetings will be held in class- i Clemson College. Mr. H. A. Woo- no by Admiral Richard L. Conolly,
rooms of the second floor and the dle, Agronomy Extension Work, Commander-in-Chief of the U. S.
auditorium on the third floor of Clemson College, will speak about Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic
"Tall Fescue Grass in South Car- and Mediterranean.
the Agriculture Building.
' The general session of the Acad- olina.''
Mr. A. C. Clement, College of MAKE MORE CASH
emy will meet in Room 335, Agricultural Building, at 10 a. m. Sat- Charleston, will be Chairman of
urday. Lunch will be served for Section A of Biology. Miss Marmembers of the .Academy at 1:00 garet Hess, Winthrop College, will
p. m. in the college Dining Hall i be Chairman of the Section B of
Biology. Mr. Baynard Whaley,
for 65 cents a plate.
:
In the afternoon Biology Sec- Sonoco Products Company, will
.
tion A will meet in Room 221 and be Chairman of the South CaroAnother
alumnus
takes his
Biology Section B in Room 222 at lina Section of the American
place among authors in the non2:00 p. m. The section of mathe- Chemical Society.
fiction field with the book, "How
to Job Hunt Successfully," by
Harold E. Kecnan, published this
week by Altman Printing Company.
"This book is for you . . . man
or woman, young or old, excellent
or average education and experience . . . who wants to get ahead
faster in your work, advance to
higher duties, and make more
money," Mr. Keenan states in the
,Clemson# S. C.
preface.
HE GOES ON to explain that
many capable people who deserve
far better jobs than they hold are
handicapped because they don't
SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT THE STUDENT PICTURE
know how to put over a good sellSHOW ON THE CAMPUS:
ing job when it comes to selling
April 23—IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE .
themselves!
April 23-24—CROSSFIRE.
"Every enployer is beset . by
Anril 24—FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS
scores of job seekers who do not
April 24 (a.m.)—MY DOG RUSTY
think of what they have to offer—
April 26—COPACOBANA with Groucho Marx, Carmen
Miranda
that is, how their talents can be of
CAGED FURY with Buster Crabbe
value to the - employer," Mr.
April 27—DRIFTWOOD with Ruth Warrick
Keenan asserts. "Rather they are
April 28—MR. RECKLESS. Barbara Britton
interested in what they want—a
April 29-30—BRIDE GOES WILD
job!" he continues. "Since the
Aoril 30-Mav 1—BODY AND SOUL
business man has to protect himMay 1—PORT SAID
self from such ignorant or careMav 3-4—THE BISHOP'S WIFE
less—or just selfish—applicants,
May 3—THE OTHER LOVE
May 4—BUCK PRIVATES
le uses some stock phrase as- 'I'll
May 5—FIESTA
ceep your name on file.' His reMav 5-6—A DOUBLE LIFE
sistance is hard to penetrate, but
May 6-7—THREE DARING DAUGHTERS
it can be done by carefully 'preThis schedule depends upon the attendance. If the atparing every step of your emtendance drops, some of the pictures will be canceled. It mayoloyment campaign."
be necessary to run some of the bigger pictures three days in
AND THIS IS where Mr. Keenorder to have some picture scheduled. Either we or the new
an's book moves definitely into
theater will have to run some second-run or even third run
pictures.
the picture. It explains the variGroups sponsoring and advertising pictures at the STUous steps of an employment camDENT PICTURES ON THE CAMPUS soon include The Band,
paign, and goes into detail on such
Junior 'Y' Council. MDM Club, Methodist Circle No. 2, Veterthings as assembly of preliminary
an's Organization, Lutheran Students. Other student or caminformation, preparation of bropus groups interested in sponsoring and advertising a picture
chure application, distribution- tc
please leave your request in writing at the 'Y' office or. write
'prospective employers, planning
the y at Box 312, Clemson.
the interview, and use of followThe Minarets had a demonstration of paintings, drawings,
and other work in the club roorns of the Y Wednesday, April
up letters, telephone calls, and
21. They also supplied ushers for the picture and invited a
conferences to close the transnumber of guests and friends in the club rooms for Minaret
action favorably.
Day at the Y.
The book contains a complete
Many campus clubs can render a service to themselves
chart
of an employment camand to other campus activities by inviting boys and young
paign, specimen brochure applipeople from your home community to visit Clemson. While
cations, specimen follow-up lethere, you may entertain them or assist in entertaining them
ters, and a gold mine of other in.and do something for yourself and for the school. We will be
glad to have them as guests for a swim in the 'Y' pool and if
formation for persons seeking adpossible we will be glad to have them as guests for some picvancement through the securing
ture or to screen some news or short reels for them.
of a new job.
It was a pleasure to have the Winthrop Choir as guests
MR. KEENAN is president of
on the campus today. We are looking forward with pleasure
to having Mrs. Troy Carter and the all-girl choir of Walhalla,
Employee Services, Inc., of AtS. C, at Vesper Program at the Y Sunday, April 25 in the aflanta, and also is engaged in proternoon at 2:20.
motional work allied with archiWe also wish to extend our thanks to the Concert Comtecture for the General Bronze
mittee for having the Southern Symphony in the outdoor
Corporation, Garden City, N. Y.
theater Sunday at 6:30 p. m.
He is on the road a considerable
'SUPPORT THE CLEMSON COLLEGE YMCA AND YOU
portion
of his .time, but makes his
SUPPORT STUDENT ACTIVITIES-. ■
home at 2315 North Main Street,

B*

■

one of this year's Commencement
Marshalls.
Dan May, arts and sciences
junior of Calhoun Falls, is Editor of the '49 Taps. He is a
member of Alpha Phi Omega, the
Junior Y Council, the Executive
Sergeants Club, the Calhoun
Forensic Society, and the Senior
Platoon. He acts as First Lieutenant on Clemson's Company
C-4 of the Pershing Rifles.
Sam McGregor, dairying senior
of Lykeslann, is a member of The
Calhoun Forensic Society, the
Strawberry Leaf, and the Y Cabinet. Sam is president of Alpha
Zeta, treasurer of Tau Kappa Alpha, secretary of the Dairy Club,
vice 'president of the PSA, and
Editor of the Agrarian.
McGregor was winner of the Sears
Roebuck Fellowship, and also
winner of the Danforth Foundation Scholarship.
David Peebles, arts and sciences
junior of Hampton, Virginia, is
a member of Alpha Psi Omega,
and the Y Council. He is president of the Clemson Little Theater and Advertising Manager of
the '49 Taps.
Phil Prince, arts and sciences
junior of Erwin, Tennessee, is a
member of the Block "C" Club
and the players all-state team.
He is vice-president of the rising
senior class and co-captain of next
year's football team.
E. M. Rollings, vocational agricultural education junior of Pageland, is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Phi Omega, F. F. A.,
and the Y Cabinet. He is treasurer of Alpha Tau Alpha and president of Tiger Brotherhood.
Lewis Smith, agronomy junior
of Mullins, is a member of the
Agrarian, the Calhoun Forensic
Society, the Junior Y Council,
and the Y Cabinet. He is Associate Editor of the '49 Taps,
president of Kappa Alpha Sigma, and Wesley Foundation Deputations Chairman.

The Clemson College Baptist
Church signed a contract with
Cromer-Sullivan of Anderson on
Thursday, April 15, for the first
unit on a $70,000 expansion program. The breaking of the ground
for the new annex to the Education building is shown above. Construction begins this week. This
annex will be connected with the
present building on the north end,
extending to the property line on
that side.
The addition of the first unit
will allow the Sunday School of
the church to almost double its
enrollment. It will also make
possible the complete reorganization and functioning of the re
ligious education program of the
church on a fully graded basis.
This first unit will cost approximately $40,000, completely equipped. Plans are for this unit to
be completed for occupancy on
Sunday, September 5, 1948.
On the ground floor of the completed main church building will
be the facilities for the Primary,
Beginner, and Nursery departments of instruction. The main
floor will provide an assembly
room for adults (the Club Room),
four large class rooms for young
people, and offices for the church
staff. The church offices and
two of the class rooms are to be
arranged in such a way that they
can be heated apart from the rest
of the building. The top floor
will include the class rooms and
assembly for the intermediate and
junior departments of instruction,
as well as several class rooms for
adults. The young people will
have the use of trie1 main auditorium of the churM-^ior assembly fand dining hall providing space
and.class rooms,HlTh*Cmain audi*l'l ?£ a full social program, mclud
tommt is to be 1-editeorated at'srll111^ banquets, receptions, parties,
later date1.
":s ad athletic activities for the stu
The second liMt lin foonstruc- ents and young people and adults
tion will be a mp^erjtf f'ecreation of th,e , cqmm.unily,. The., main
room will be 40x60 feet, in addition to which there will be a lobby,
lavatories,
an
extension
„rj I iff
kitchen, and storage room. This
lOrf
building will be constructed be
hind the Baptist parsonagg^across
Church Street from the ■ main
church plant. While no (fate has
been set for J;he commencement
of this unit,' if' the financing can
be arranged, this unit will be
started within a few months. It
is to cost approximately $30,000
equipped.
The architect for both units is
Sam B. Earle, Jr., of Ledbetter
and Earle, in Anderson, S. C. Mr.
Earle is a Clemson graduate, class
of '30, and a recipient of the Norris Medal.

An event looked forward to by campus people an d students is the annual parade put on by new
members of Tiger Brotherhood, local honorary service and leadership fraternity. This parade was
staged last Thursday afternoon, and as can be seen, quite a variety of uniforms were worn. These
men paraded through the downtown district and Through the mess hall.

CLEMSON LITTLE THEATRE ELECTS
NEW MEMBERS FOR SEMESTER
By Leo Kirven
The Clemson Little Theater has
taken in hew members for this
semester. The informal initiation will begin in the near future.
-.Many of these new men have
already been active in Little Theatre work on the campus and have
taken part in the productions presented on the campus this school
year.
The third play of the present
season is now in production.
The new members are as follows: O. L. Stukes, pre-medicine;
W. H. LaFar, architecture; W. H.
Craven, Jr., agriculture; Tom
Pennell, civil engineering; J. T.
Cribb, pre-medicine; Ed Shiver,
chemicaL™e*igii*eeaiilg; (J«rJ?«.-. Carwile, textile manufacturing; W.
Charles Still, chemistry senior
of Greenwood, is a member of
Alpha Chi Sigma, the Y Cabinet,
the Junior Y Council, and the
Greenwood County Club. He is
Associate Editor of The Tiger,
president of the Baptist Student
Union, and he pledges Gamma
Alpha Mu and Tiger Brotherhood.
Robert Thomas, . architectural
junior of Clemson, is a member
of the Minarets and the Y Cabinet. Thomas is vice-president of
the Tiger Brotherhood, historian
of the rising senior class, and historian of the Veterans Organization.

Collings Addresses
National Meeting

R. Shapman, pre-medicine; P. W.
Gilroy, pre-medicine; Robin Julien, arts and sciences; Dave
Spiner, chemistry; H. C. Millan,
agricultural engineering; C. R.
Allen, agricultural engineering;
M. W. White, mechanical engineering; Van Brewster, pre-medicine; H. M. Tobin, civil engineering; R. B. Gasque, architecture;
G. M. Strickland, chemical engineering; T. H. Califf, chemistry;
and S. W. Converse, textile manufacturing.

Dr. Gilbeart H. Collins, Professor of Soils at Clemson and
President of S. C. Academy of
Science, addressed the national
convention of the Chi Beta Phi'
honorary fraternity in Greenville
last Saturday evening. The subject of Dr; Collings' address was
"The Place of Science in the
Modern World."
At the closing session, Dr. Collings was honored by being elected as an Associate Grand Mem- .
ber of the Grand Chapter.

SPECIALS
Ger mine Appl etonchrome Spot Lights installed ( >n any
$17.95
car
Giii dech rome Fog Lights installed on any car _

L EE PALMER & SO NS
Across Road From Sinclair Co
Phone 718
SENECA, S. C.
•

24 Hour Wrecker Service

BQDIFORD'S CLEANERS

HSllSi

HAROLD £ KEENAN
Anderson, S. C. His wife is a native Andersonian, being the former Miss Sylvene Elrod, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Elrod.
Mr. Keenan was born in Aiken.
S. C, son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
B. K. Keenan. His father was a
member of the legislature from
Aiken County for many years,
and as a youngster Mr. Keenan
was a Page in the legislature for
four sessions and Bill Clerk for
'wo sessions by appointment of
he late Congressman Thomas S:
VIcMillan, who was at that time
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
DURING WORLD WAR I, Mr.
Keenan served with the Sixth
Calvary. He was discharged for
permanent disability, and entered
Clemson in 1923 as a G. I. student. He graduated in architecture. Since then, he has held
positions with headquarters in
New Orleans, Birmingham, Memphis, Richmond, Charlotte and Atlanta.
SENIORS in ' particular will
find this book very helpful in
preparing their employment campaign in order to enter the business field in the RIGHT job and
with the MAXIMUM compensation. Mr. Keenan has therefore
sent them a direct mail piece
descriptive of "How to Job H-unt
Successfully". L. C. Martin Drug
Company, now handling its sale
on the campus, will redeem the
direct mail coupon for any one
wishing to purchase a copy locally.

Mother's Day
May 9
SELECT YOUR MOTHER'S DAY
•CANDY
— NOW —
Whitman's - Norris - Nunnallys
Hollingsworth
Mother's Day Greeting Cards
Stationery - Perfume
Bath Powders

Ii. C. martin

Company

P. S. McCollum, Owner
"The Official College Book and Suppy Store"

$8.95
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Low-Priced Homes For Faculty Being Studied By Committee
Students To Compete
For Trustee Medal

&*
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TAPS MAS NEW SET-UP

Senior, Taps Staff

Each year at Commencement
a gold medal is given by the
trustees to the best speaker in
the forensic societies. Tally S.
Fox, arts and science major of
Ravanel, was presented this
medal in 1947;
This year members of Tau
Alpha, national honor fraternity
in forensics, Strawberry Leaf,
honorary forensics fraternity,
artd the Calhoun Forensic Society will compete for the medal
at 7:15 on April 29 in the Textile Auditorium.
The judges will be Under the
direction of Dr. M. A. Owings,
faculty advisor, and Professor
M. E. Bradley, head of the English* Department.
The public may attend.
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Converse College To Present Operetta
Bailes-McCracken "M'lle Modiste" Here On May 4
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Lt. Col. Alfred Vick,' Secretary
of the Clemson Alumni Club of
Savannah, was elected president
of the Reserve Officers Association of Savannah recently. Col.
Vick will be formally installed in
his new office on May 11.
Col. Vick is now assistant principal of the Savannah High School.

MCGREGOR

PHOT^
"7 EDITOR

DESIGNER

/

F6ATURE
EDITOR

Specializing in the following National Advertised
Lines:

Under the sponsorship of the
Clemson College Woman's Club,
Converse College will present
Victor Herbert's operetta, "M'LLE
MODISTE," May 4th at' 8 p. m.
in the Clemson College Auditorium, according to Mrs. R. F.
Poole, president.
Directed by David W. Reid,
head of the Converse Music
School's Opera Workshop and' director of the Spartanburg Little
Theater, "M'LLE MODISTE" has
a cast drawn from the ' Little
Theater and the Converse Dramatic Club. It carries a thirtypiece orchestra conducted by Alfred W. Bleckschmidt' of the Converse, Music School, and a chorus
of forty voices from the Converse
College and Wofford College Glee
Clubs, under the direction of
Woodrow Pickering, professor of
Voice and director of the Converse Glee Club.
Sets are designed by James
Buchanan, commercial artist and
scenic designer for the Spartanburg Music Festival and the
Little Theater. Dancing is under
the direction of Janet Gibson of
the department of Physical Education at Converse.
An opera in two acts, with
books and lyrics by Henry Blossom, "M'LLE MODISTE" is a

ROGER'S HARDWARE

When in Anderson visit our store for quality items of
hardware reasonably priced.
Also a complete line of Paints
Alumni of Class '27
„'.

CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

lavish spectacle. Costumed by
the Eaves Costume Company of
New York, its cast of 100 includes
many of Spartanburg's most
talented musicians and amateur
actors.
There are Converse girls in the
dramatic cast as well as in the
orchestra and chorus, and the
ballet group is made up of Converse student's.
"M'LLE MODISTE" is one of
Victor Herbert's most successful
light operas, and the score contains many of his most popular
melodies.

Dr. Theo Vaughn And
Family Are Now In
South America

Monroe Elected To
Regional Post In
Ag Education
By LEN REYNOLDS
J. B. Monroe, acting head of
the Department of Vocational
Agricultural Education at Clemson, was elected chairman of the
teacher trainers division of the
southern states at the twentyNinth Annual Southern Regional
Conference for Agricultural Education.
Mr. B. H. Stribling of the Vocational Agricultural Education
Department at Clemson, also attended the conference with Mr.;
Monroe which was held1 il^'ljte
Plaza Hotel in San Antonio,"Ti^as
from April 5' to the 10.
Mr. Monroe graduated from
Clemson College with the class of
'15 and since that'time has'been
in the education field. Eight
years of his teaching experience
were' spent training agricultural
teachers at Sam Houteton State
College at Huntsville, Texas.
Since that time the noted educator-''has taught in Kansas and
Illinois, and served as assistant
state supervisor for agricultural
education in South Carolina in
the State Department of Educaion in Columbia.
Supervisors and teacher trainers from twelve southern states
and Puerto Rico were present, at
the meeting. Alabama, Arkansas.
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, and Virginia were represented.
Mr. D. M. Clements, assistant
chief of Agricultural Education
in the United States Office of Education, came from Washington,
D. G, to meet with the group.
Dr. W. T. Spanton, chief of the
Vocational Education Division,
made a lecture on. Future Farmer
work. Also present was R. E.
Naughter of the United States Office of Education.
One of Mr. Monroe's duties as
chairman of the group will be to
prepare programs and make preparations for next year's conference.

Dr. Theo L. Vaughan of Clem-,
son and Anderson left Guatemala
City by plane April 12 for El
Salvador, Central America.
There, in connection with his
duties as consultant to Latin
American countries for the 1950
census of the Americas, he will
confer with local officials relative
to their present and prospective
programs 'of agricultural statistics.
He will likewise visit the Agricultural. Experiment Station—"Centre Nacional' de Agronomia"—at
Santa Tecla. The statiori is a
joint enterprise by the governments of El Salvador and the
United States of North America.
On April 15, Dr. Vaughan flew
on to Honduras. . He was invited
to that country to offer counsel
relative to 'problems which have
developed in connection with a
coffee census. After a few weeks
in Honduras, he will rejoin his
family in Guatemala City.
' Dr. and Mrs. Vaughan and their
two children, Lawrence and Sandra, left Anderson the last of
October 1947. Their first stop
outside the United States was
Cuba. Following a few days on
the island, they continued their
journey by boat to Guatemala.
Since November, 1947, they have
been stationed in Guatemala City.
There, along with official duties,
they have studied the - Spanish
language, observed Latin American customs, and gained some insight into social, economic and
political problems within these
countries.
Dr. Vaughan was in both Pan(Contfftued frotn Page 1)
ama and Costa Rica during December, and visited Mexico last sel and Gretel", Engelbert Humperdinck, 1854-1921.
summer.
Excerpts from "Peer , Gynt
Suite", Edward Grieg, 1843-1907.
Pittman Is President
Hungarian March, Hector Berlioz, 1803-1669.
Of Chem Engineers
Overture to "Tanhauser", RichE. Henry Pittman was elected ard Wagner, 1813-1883.
President of the Clemson Society
From Symphony No. IV, F Maof Chemical Engineers at the reg- jor, Op. 36, Andante Cantabile,
ular meeting held Tuesday night. Scherzo—pizzicato ostinato, Peter
Other officers elected for the I. Tschaikowsky, 1840-1893.
coming year were D. O. Blanchett,
Roses of the South, Johann
vice president; E. P. Bisher, sec- Strauss, 125-1899.
retary; and H. G. Daniels, treasProfessor McGarity has anurer. Dr. C. E. Stoops and Mr. C. nounced that the entire program
E. Littlejohn are the Faculty Ad- will be presented in the college
visors for the club.
♦ chapel in the event of rain.

Southern

We Have the Following Auto Services:
—Scientific Wheel Alignment
—Radiator Cleaning and Repair
—Motor Tune-up
—Brake Relining, Adjusting
;—Brake

Drum Grinding

Motor Reconditioning
i—Auto Painting
—Wheel Balancing
—Steam Cleaning
—General Repair

Announcing Opening of New Store in Clemson, Located at the
Former Business of Burnett Bros.
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Across Road From Sinclair Company
*
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Seneca, S. C.

Gates Head
Of Group To
Study Plans
Committee Has Begun Investigation Into Possibilities
Of Housing Project.

Vick Is President Of
Savannah Reserves

Inc.

NEW MINARET OFFICERS

Phone 718

SENECA,
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SORRELLS REFRIGERATION
& ELECTRIC CO.
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KOHLER
INABlNET
BULTMAN
EEE
McKAY
Phelps Bultman was recently elected president of The Minarets, honorary architectural fraternity. At
the sanie meeting, J. Alison Lee was elected vice-president, John W. Inabinet, secretary, and Kenneth B. Koehler, treasurer. Floyd Kay, Jr., was re-elected editor of the Minaret Bulletin.

Graduates
Duo Pianp Selection
Mr. and Mrs. McGarity
Announcements
Sermon
Reverend Paul Hardin, Jr.
Westley Methodist Church
High Point, North Carolina
Hymn:
Holy, Holy, Holy
Congregation
Benediction
Postlude
(Congregation will remain seated while seniors march out).
The program for the graduating
evercises will be as follows:
Sunday June 6, Outdoor Theater
(In case of rain, College Chapel)
Invocation
Reverend S. J. L. Crouch
Selection by Clemson Concert
Band
Hugh McGarity, Director
From The Delta . . . W. G. Still
Address to the graduating class
The Honorable A. L. M. Wiggins
Undersecretary of the Treasury
Conferring of Degrees
Dr. R. F. Poole
Song by Audience
Alma Mater
Benediction
Reverend Harold Cole

The classic remark made by a
well-meaning electrician on entering the practically new chemical engineer lab was, more or less,
the most appropriate yet. Seeing
for the first time the fractionating
column and still, this Piedmont
public servant remarked: "Wal,
doggone—I didn't know a feller
had to go to college to learn to
make that stuff!"
According to the informed personnel who sweat and brew in
the lab, however, the still is used
solely for separating two liquids
of different boiling points.
(What is the boiling point of that
stuff, anyway?)
This new lab represents the
combined effort of the Chemical
Engineer Department and is a
credit to this or any other department. Under the direction of
the department head, Dr. Charles
E. Stoops, and Professor C. E.
Littlejohn,. the comparatively
small but industrious group of
men following this course have
assembled and erected some of
the most modern chemical apparatus to be found in this section
of the country. Most1 of this
equipment, valued, at approximately $15,000, came to the college from the War Surplus Administration.
The. liquid air apparatus, which
is not assembled as yet, is reportedly the only one of its kind
in South Carolina.
A three-stage Norwalk compressor, part of the liquid air paraphernalia, is capable of producing 5,000 pounds of pressure per
square inch.
The building in which all this
specialized equipment is housed
still has a recently-occupied look
since the construction of it began

Phone 6001
Phone 741

The Minarets, honorary architectural fraternity, recently elected
outstanding architectural students into the organization. They
are: W. O. Ameen, D. G. Anderson, K. Bergef, J. E. Cothran, R.
C. Dilfield, W. C. Dowis, J. R. Gray, J. W Hamer, W. E. Helms,
R. A. Kilgo, V. E. Lewis, H. C. McDonald, A. A. Rice, M. 13. Rice,
T. C. Rickenbaker, H, J. Riddle, G. S. Sanders, H. H. Tarleton
and C. K. Warner.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

"Taps"

(Audience will remain
while seniors march out).

seated

Chemical Engineering
Lab Gets Apparatus For
Fractional Distillation
By "Doc" Rtfberts

MINARETS ELECTS NEW MEMBERS

(Continued from Page 1)

only this past summer. Built so
as to offer maximum efficiency,
the lab is only partly completed,
with plans for the lab so as to accommodate such equipment as the
double-effect evaporating assembly, a complicated apparatus
used in concentrating liquids. The
four graduating seniors of the
class were responsible for erecting this piece of equipment. These
students: Claude R. Smith of
Lancaster,* S. C; Wm. W. Gignilliat of Macon, Ga.; J. K. Brown
of Travelers Rest, S. C; and S.
B. Farbsteija of Beaufort, S. C,
are rightly proud of their finished
product.
Since the department itself is
quite new at Clemson, the men
are very anxious to become established and to interest others in
their particular field. The junior
members have devoted their time
recently to setting up a system oi
pipes used in the testing of the
flow of fluids. Another of their
recent jobs has been the assembling, from used parts, of a
batch still used for distillation of
two or more liquids.
Working with all this special
equipment day by day offers to
these men a practical and educational experience which should be
of great value in obtaining and
maintaining an occupation in the
highly progressive fielcT of chemical engineering. This practical
and workable knowledge of the
chemical phase of engineering is
the outstanding feature which distinguished it from'the School of
Chemistry.
Taking its place in the curricula offered at Clemson, this fairly
new department holds great
promise for present and future
students interested in this phase
of engineering.

PALM BEACH SUITS AND SLACKS
at

Sales and Service
Clemson, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.

Construction of low - priced
home's for Clemson College faculf
t'y, administrative personnel, and
their families is to .be the object
jof a new committee recently appointed by Dr. R. F. Poole, president.
The committee has already begun investigation into sizes and
types of houses available, estimated expense, and details of
financing, arid has contacted a
construction finance agericy. It
has also issued questionaires to
people eligible to receive benefits of the project, in order to gain
pertinent statistics.
Current plans call for an open
meeting in the near future in
order that everyone who filled out
one of the questionaires can present suggestions for solving existing campus housing problems.
Professor John Gates of the
Architecture Department was appointed committee head, and Mr.
Henry Hill, chief of the Clemson
housing administration, was made
secretary.
Other members of the committee include Mr. Nib Goebels asst
forrester; Mr. J. L. Murph, assfc
supt. qf grounds; Professor George
B. Nutt, head of. the Architectural
Engineering Department; Dr. Marvin A. Owings of the English .Department; Professor Gilmer Petroff. of the. Architecture . Department; and. Professor Gilbert C.
Robinson qf the Ceramics Engineering Department,
j Also Dr. James H. Sams, vicedean of the School of Engineering; Dr. Frank B. Sehirmer of the
School of l Chemistry; Professor
Frederick W.- Thode of the Horticulture Department; Mr. David
J. Watson, chief of the C and R
division; and Mr. Thomas W.
Thornhill of CharlesUy, a trustee
of the college.
Professor Gates has slated that
the cooperation of all concerned
in filling out the questionaires
both quickly and accurately wil
expediate action of the committee
toward a solution.

HOKE SLOAN'S
CLEMSON, S. C.

Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips
1

DOLLAR DAYS

i

FRIDAY — SATURDAY
Here's the big one time a year event you've waited for'
—Stop by our large store these two days—you will!
find hundreds of bargains . . .

!
I

2000 MEN'S FINE DRESS SHIRTS
COMBED WHITE BROADCLOTHS
WOVEN MADRAS
Regular §2.98 and $3.98 Values

$1JS
3 for $5.00

300 PAIR MEN'S SUMMER SLACKS

4.00 pair
DON'T MISS THIS BIG EVENT

GALL&HT-BE
SENECA, S. C
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Talk of the Town
By CHARLIE STILL
Fashion Parade—Clemson Style
As the year goes on the grass has a new
coal of green, the trees have new leaves,
American women have new spring outfits,
and the Army has donned fresh khaki—but
the traditional woolen gray is yet with us,
and the Clemson Cadet Corps suddenly finds
itself out of style. That last statement may
sound quite misleading, since a uniform is
widely known and constantly worn but the
Clemson gray is never exactly "out of style".
Yet the fact remains that the cadets are now
dressed for colder weather than Mother Nature allows, with, the result that the open
season leaves Joe Cadet literally "sweating
it out".

HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON ASM
Member of
Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 ami published weekly during tlie school year
by the Students of Clemson College
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim "The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper", is based on circulation,
comment, ami general attitude of those who read it.
_
__
Editor
Bob Bradley
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Ro.vall E. Norton
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A. McNeil Howard
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Charles N. Still
„
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Leonard Reynolds ...
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Tommy t'.oUen
.._
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Robert F. Riiyle ....
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Circulation Manager
David R. Parish *?■:■
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Place the Blame On—
Who is responsible for this situation?
What can be done about it? Actually, no
one person nor group of persons can be held
responsible for the fact thai Clemson Cadets
have no summer uniforms, unless it is the
cadets themselves. Since all fees and expenses of the College are set as low as possible to the students, any summer outfits
have been excluded because of the additional
cost involved. Even though the, money
value of extra trousers would probably not
run over twenty dollars at most, uniform articles are "fixed" and may not he added to
without proper authorization.

Office Phone 5811
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
$2.00
Subscription Bate
Represented by National Advertising Service

ELECTION TURNOUT IS ABOVE PAR
This past Monday, elections were held to decide who
will lead the senior class for the coming year.
was exceptionally good.

.The turnout

Over fifty per cent of the rising

senior class cast their ballot.

This is above the usual vote.

We think that the vole would have been even higher it'
the original campaign had been carried out.

However, at

the recent nominations, the New Deal parly commanded the
nominations by having the larger majority on hand.
The Senior Council admitted that they were in fault
as to the way the nominations were carried out and made
the statement that as far as they knew,write-in ballots could
be made.

However, only three were in the total of 118 who

voted.
Nominations have now been made for the junior and
sophomore class officers.
held in the near future.

The election of these men will be
Students in these two classes should

get out and stir up interest in their election even though
there are no specific parties involved.

If you do not vote,

you have only yourself to "blame if your favorite is not elected.

BE KIND TO ANIMALS BUT BE CAREFUL
An old saying goes that man's best friend is his dog.
Here oh the Clemson campus, there are many canine
friends running around and they arc constantly seen in the
mess hall, in the barracks, and some in rooms.

Students

are always slopping to pel one of them.
This is a good gesture, but around this time of year,
people must be on the constant watch oiil while around.dogs.

Dr. Poole Says
The return of the traditional
gray uniform to the Clemson
campus has received favorable
comment from many sources.
There is a general feeling of
hope that the day is near when
every Clemson student will be
in - uniform. In a remarkable
manner the excellent physique
of the student in a neat uniform
and the beautiful campus complement each other.
Since the return of the uniform many suggestions, most of
them meritorious, have been
proposed as improvements. The
Administration is in accord with
the proposals made to date but
it has a responsibility of determining what should be made compulsory because of the cost involved. It is imperative that
we give due consideration to the
financial ability of the parents
to meet the cost of educating
their sons. Some young men
are now borrowing money to
complete their education and it
seems inevitable that this number may increase in the near
future.
In 1942 the cost of the uniform, including six shirts and a

rain coat, was $88.10. In 1947
it includes board, laundry, room,
the cost, exclusive of shirts, was tuition, and hospital and other
$92.30 and the cost in 1948 will
fees. Many institutions charge
probably be $10.40 higher. Up
to this date a favorable rain- this amount for tuition and fees.
An upperclassman will pay
coat contract has not been secured but shirts at $2.00 each $145.75 when he enters in 1948.
may be obtained. I am of the To add the additional items
opinion that the raincoat is a would not be a serious burden
necessity because students must on his parents, because the mameet classes regardless of the jor part of his uniform is good
heavy rains that sometimes oc- for four years.
It is anticipated that the stucur throughout the sday.
Gloves, white duck trousers, dent who meets the ROTC relight-weight warm: weather- r quirements will receive appro:«
pants and sweaters have been imately $112.77 as a uniform alproposed as additional required lowance from the War Departuniform items. "<-These items ment during his four years' stay
would increase the,.initial cost at Clemson and this will nearly
and would be borne mostly by compensate for the cost of the
uniform'.
t< would therefore
the freshman when he enters
school.
I
■"'■ seem that we should study the
At the present :time it .id an- possibility Of furnishing the
ticipated that a freshman will necessary items and such r other
be required to pay;.a total of items as wdtild add to the at$234.45 when he enters college. tractiveness and utility D6f the
This includes first quarter's ex- present uniform. It is my inpenses of $131.25 and. the cost tention- to make these Studies,
of uniform at $102.70. The three keeping in mind that the finansubsequent payments will be cial status of both the ; parent
$131.75 each, making a total of and the student must be respect$629.70 for the year. This seems ed.
R. F. Poole, President
like a large sum of money, but

Rabies is very prevalent among all types of animals.
Students should be cautious as lo how they play with the
dogs on the campus for there is always the chance that one
of the animals will conlracl this disease.
Greenville,

there arc 71

In one school in

students currently

Not That It Matters
LEONARD M. MAGRUDER

taking shots

against rabies.
It might be a wise idea for all dogs on the campus that
are not wearing inuoculation tags to be picked up and done
away with. Most of (lie campus dogs belong to- somebody
close by, and the owners should see that their dogs are
either innbeulated or locked up.

HEAT NO EXCUSE FOR SLOPPINESS . ..
■

One year ago the cadet corps was in an unroar. "The
'emergency is over," its members complained, "so why
'should we go on wearing army uniforms? They look bad
and they don't fit. In short, they ain't for us." Pre-war
'grays were proposed in most circles as the ideal solution to
Ja had situation.
A few minor prophets put forward a theory that, after
Jail, the grays, would usher in problems of their own. First,
!there was expense; the army uniform was being furnished
'for a flat rental of five dollars, plus the cost of any lost articles. Replacements or worn items were being furnished
ifree of charge! And (he quartermaster provided several
[articles whose prices would prohibit their being hought%by
the students themselves. Included among these were sumimer uniforms.
True, the simians were not pretty; but they were comfortable, and they did not cause so much pcrspiralion during the warmer months of the year as to melt their creases.
These prophets were not heeded, at least in their own
country. Today the corps is garbed in gray. Complaints
are just about as much rampant as they were last year. The
appearance of the corps has changed, yes. Nowadays only
an expert could tell some cadets from a penitentiary road
worker, and his decision would not be based upon appearance of clothing.
Hot weather and wool trousers do not make a good
combination, and cotton uniforms are loo expensive for addition to most cadets' wardrobes.
The appearance of the grays can be improved by regular pressing and cleaning. The cadet corps lias made its
bed; now it must not only lie in it, but try to get a little sleep
as well.

Well, I've had my little fling at politics,

his

plan of making

disrespect a capilal

and have arrived at one conclusion: as a poli-

crime, punishable by death.

tician I'd make a better football player.

promise me their full support lo another

Or

The "Biddies"

is it, as football player I'd make a better

plan of mine to limit the power of the Se-

politician?

nior Council.

From the ground lo where I

On the other hand the Tiger

was beaten I have voice hut to say, "Con-

Brotherhood is all for my other plan

gratulations, you big hunk of he-men; now,

strengthen it.

to

A little deal here, a litlle deal

who's going lo lake down ah pur posters,

there and you're all set.

me?"

from the provinces is that the Senior Coun-

What's this?

Latest "poop"

A rumbling of the ground

cil, after three whole minutes of delibera-

and the indistinct words, "Don't give up,

tion has decided on the following method

Magriider; don't give up."

of

I'm inspired!

nominations:

Nominees' whose

name

So without further ado I hereby announce

begins with either K or X will not be tol-

my intentions to run for secretary-treasurer

erated.

of the rising post-grads.

I need the pay.

Of fifty nominations for each po-

sition one will remain after voting lo be in-

My platform will be:

dicated by raising left leg.

1) Women

I have chosen as that of the class of '52 is

2) Wine

being met with much approval on the cam-

.'5) and Song

pus.

Qualifications? Look at my record: Private, private, private.
Decorations?

I am NOT a wheel!

Purple Heart for fainting on

Bowman Field, Order of the Blueslips, and
Merit of Shoeshine. My first act upon being elected will be to suggest that the Senior
Council do a striptease or offer free dishes
in the interest of better meeting attendance.
Better yet, have half the Council in one
car collide with the other half in another
car in front of any place imaginable. If
that doesn't bring people a'running from
Clemson and seven neighboring couties, I'll
resign. Deals? All kinds of deals!
One
deal is with the Blue Key, promising them,
if I'm elected, to back them in their project
of eleven foot poles for people they wouldn't
touch with ten foot poles. For the Commandant's support I am promising mine to

The project that

How Things May Be Changed
Tlie Administration of the College is not
authorized lo make changes in any fees
without the (approval of both the President
and the Board of Trustees. Under the present set-up, it would be absolutely impossible
to obtain any sort of lightweight uniform before the end of the 1947-48 session.
In addition to the necessary approval of
the governing body of the College, the Military Department would have to be consulted
as lo the type, grade, and color of trousers to
be used. The Business Manager's Office
would have to contact clothing agencies in
order to compile a list of the available types
and their prices. It would obviously require
a great deal of investigation and detailed

planning, in addition lo working out shipment and issue schedules.
The Decision of the Cadets is Final
In spite of all the obnoxious details intvplved in such a plan, the cadets would make y.
substantial gains in comfort in the long run,
Thai hot, sticky feeling Joe Cadet gets while
standing at parade rest on Bowman- Field is >
a constant reminder that somewhere along
tlie line lightweight trousers should have
been written in on the uniform list.
Preliminary investigations of the possibilities in white and gray trousers are to get
under way soon; if the Cadet Corps so desires, Clemson will have its first "summer
uniform" counterpart to the traditional
gray. In order lo gel cooler outfits off paper and on cadets, the cadets themselves
must make their wishes known to the Administration. The authorities of the College
will he ready and able to carry out the necessary details to get summer uniforms—if a
good majority of the Cadet Corps demonstrates its willingness lo have extra trousers
at additional cost. The problem is that of
Joe Cadet; his decision is final.

.
'

f

Hospitality—Clemson Style
Clemson hospitality was at its best during M
the South Carolina Baptist Student Union
Spring Retreat which was held here last
weekend. The visiting siudenIs and dignitaries were quite impressed both by the
beauty of the campus and the hospitable
conduct of the student body. In general,
a spirit of good will and friendly relationship prevailed throughout the entire three
days that Clemson played host to Baptists <
from sixteen South Carolina schools.
Perhaps the most unusual statement' of
the Retreat was made by an outstanding
Furman graduate who openly admitted thai
as far as he was concerned, his association
with our campus and its men had won
Clemson a place of equal esteem with his
own Alma Mater. Such a pronouncement
speaks well for the "Country Gentlemen",
as well as the school they represent.

Campus Chat

'

0

By THOMAS A. COLLING S
The following notice is of interest to all local citizens of Pickens County. "This is to advise
that the Pickens County Board
of Registration will be at L. C.
Martin's Drug Store on April
29 from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. for
the purpose of issuing county
registration certificates to all
qualified voters living in the
Town of Clemson and surrounding community. All county
registration certificates have
been voided and you must have
a new registration certificate to
be qualified to vote in any general election.'- Further information will be, found in other
parts of The Tiger.
Many pecple of Clemson who
missed the play, "The Curtain
Rises'', have been turning green
with envy because of the reports
of the few who attended. The
play was sponsored by the Glee
Club on April 15, and according to- one patron of all Clemson 'productions it was the best
that has been given in many a
day.
Best wishes to Miss Frances
Ferrier whose engagement was
announced on Sunday. She is .
the daughter of. Dr. and Mrs. W.
T. Ferrier and has been working with the Birds Eye Snider
Division of General Foods in
New York City. . The groom to
be is Wilbur Stoll, a graduate
of Princeton University who is
now associated with the Merck

Chemical Company of Rahway,
N. J.
Mrs. Walter Cox, president of
the Legion Auxiliary, called a
meeting of the organization on
Tuesday afternoon to elect of. ficers. However, like the ChaU
terer, the members seem to have
been attacked by bad cases of
spring fever as the attendance
was too small to have the election.
Circle No. 1 of the Methodist
Church is having a Silver Tea
Thursday afternoon.
Sympathy to Mrs. D. H. Henry
who was taken seriously ill last
Thursday.
Sympathy also to Mrs. T. S.
Moorman, of the Newman
Apartments.
Mrs. Moorman
fell from a chair last Saturday
and broke her arm.
Those people who missed "The
Curtain Rises" have a chance to
see another production which
should be very good. This is
Victor Herbert's light opera,
M'Ue Modiste, which will be
sponsored by the Women's Club.
This opera will be directed by
Mr. David W. Reid of Converse
CoHege. May 4th, at 8 o'clock in
the College auditorium. There
will be a 30-piece orchestra and.
a cast of about 67. Wolves
should come and join the Chatterer in watching the beautiful
girls in the gorgeous costumes
of the Gibson Girl Style..
Many Clemson ladies were en-

tertained by Mrs. E. L. Clarke
at a five-table bridge party and
luncheon on Tuesday morning.
The Chatterer should have been
there as he would probably have
secured a lot of gossip. Mrs.
Clarke also had another bridge
party on Wednesday afternoon.
The Fellowship Club had a
supper meeting at the Presbyterian Church on Tuesday night
and then joined other campus
people at the Chemistry Lecture
Room to hear Dr. C. H. Shu.ll
speak on "Human Nutrition
Problems,';
Dr. Shull was
brought to the campus through
the Kress Fund. He also spoke
Monday night and
Tuesday
morning on "Plant Nutrition."
The D. A. R. held its regular
meeting with Mrs. R .M. Jones
on Monday afternoon. Mrs. Walter Cox was assistant hostess.
Miss Rosa Clark spoke on community health service at Tamassee.
During the , Baptist student
convention at Clemson over the
week-end Jim Spangenburg was
nominated f or "The Walking
Man". From the way he nas
been working for the nomination
his victory is assured. A pair of
rubber soles to that gentleman.
There has recently been a
movement by the cadeis to have
a summer uniform adopted at
Clemson. It would be appreciated if all interested would
discuss and help promote this
movement.

Everyone agrees that the present ar-

rangements arc becoming overcroAvded and,
much lo my surprise, even the Administra-

By CHARLOTTE H. HAY

tion is promising prompt support of the

June Giraud of New Orleans,
has La., has been visiting Emery and
Margaret Bates of Unit 342. June
been chosen could he put lo no better use.
and her fiance, Leon Ortkiese are
Plans call for twice the present floor space planning a June wedding, after
and no more than three limes the equipment which they will make their home
of the unit now in use. Instructors from In- at Clemson.
dia, whence the fine art originated, are at
Margaret Barnes of Unit 210
the time enroute to this land with a well
rounded program of instruction all mapped has returned to Clemson after
out. Their plans arc lo teach the course; visiting her parents in Savannah,
not only from a practical point of view, but Ga.
plan.

It is agreed that the site that

with emphasis on it's spiritual phase as well.
Our heartiest thanks to everyone concerned
for their enthusiastic cooperation. I'm sure
that with such, a backing it won't be long
before we can point with pride to one of the
best darn pool-halls in the South.

Bob and Mildred Folk of Unit
333 spent the week-end in Aiken.
^Harold and Dot Humphreys of
Unit 206 entertained with a bridge
party Saturday night. Guests included Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Curtis,

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harley, Mr. day Saturday. Out-of-town guests
and Mrs. D. H. Robinson, and Mr. included Jake's parents, Mr. and
and Mrs
- R-^Rabe.
Mrs paul B1ack of Honea Path,
Sgt. W. T. Davis of Unit 195
Jrclc
Pete «"
and Edith McClain t>f
and Sgt. H. W. Rimmer of Unit
279 motored to Atlanta Sunday Unit 322 visited their parents in
to attend the double-header Hqnea Path Sunday,
baseball game.
Mrs. Frank Dreher of Murphy,
Mary Fennell and small sons, N. C, is visiting David and WinDickie and Joe, have returned to nie Mangan of Unit 229.
their home on Colonial Circle
(Unit 65).
Hal and Lee Leonard of Unit
51 have as their guest Hal's sisCongratulations to Bill and ter, Mrs. G. A. Walz, of New
Jane Hunter of Unit 200 on the York. Mary Leonard, a student
arrival of a daughter.
of Lander College, and Frances
Leonard, a student of Columbia
Fannie Black of Unit 174 en- College,' spent Sunday at Clemtertained with a surprise dinner son with their brother and sisterin honor of husband Jake's birth- in-law.

'
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TJic TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

POETS'CORNER -;by
J. W. Bradfield, Jr.

.PLATTER

We'd like to see some quoting of the emoting that goes on between Clemson and Winthrop these fine Spring days. With a new
special metallurgical process, we are prepared to handle the most torrid tomes; what say lovers, a few verses maybe, huh? P. O. Box 502,
please.
TO KATHERINE
I could write of the yellow and red
That gleams from green tresses of Flora's hear;
I could sing with a voice that would sound the deep
And rouse the souls that 'yond Lethe sleep.
Oh, I could write on the whirling dawn,
Ever pursued by the night, and pursuing;
And I could speak of the days that are gone,
Of the after-years filtering down through their ruin,
If you would breath through my lips a kiss
Of your soul's strange mixture of pain and bliss.
J. S.
JUST YOU AND ME
They came from out the noonday skies,
Like bats from fiery Hell;
They came to pour their venom in our eyes,
Like serpents weave their spell.

CHATTER

OSCAR SAYS

Mole Martin, why didn't you
get to the dance in Knoxvillc?
Was it on account of that bay you
dated?
OCCAR SAY^

what would Ita say?
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Shorty Sellers had better
watch out down in Columbia.

Their shadow cast its web across the sun,
Presaging doom to be;
Their shadow found the eye of one
Who voyaged on the sea.

OSCAR SA-'S

that Jay Young is now flying
wing-man.

His shout aroused to frantic life
The turgid forms aboard our craft;
His shout recalled the bitter strife,
That gave the sea our tiny raft.

-OSCAR SAYS-

that "Catty" Banks (D. H., that
is) should consider himself sometime when he talks about "joiners".

The eyes of falcons seldom miss their prey,
The helpless or the weak;
The eyes which slanted down on us that day
Found joy in game so meek.

-OSCAR SAYS-

And bats with whirling, crazy glee
Do dart and rend and tear;
And bats insane to see us flee
Did dart upon us there.

that Bill Darby's campaign for
junior class president sounds like
another attempt feather in his
hat. He (oscar) hopes the weight
of this feather will exceed considerably the very light weight of
the other small feathers.

,

-OSCAR SAYS-

that Mouse Lancaster was left
out in the rain this past week-end.

Of all 1he heaving billows sound,
A cave could not be made ;
Of all the wraiths in.sky around
No cloak to give us shade.

OSCAR

SAYS

that "Butt" Reid's heavy hand
landed him in the pool.
-OSCAR SAYS-

The bloody claws o'er-raked our plot
In spume of awful dread;
The blood which stained that ghastly spot
Was torn from lips soon dead.

that Jack Trescot thinks he's
found The One! Strange. w'^<
dualities attract the human desire.

Just you and me the wrath had left,
But one insane and one in pain;
Just you and me with tears unwept,
Bereft of eyes and ears, remain.

OSCAR SAYS

:

M. S. O.
Something should be said about
who shall- have felt the midnight i the Minneapolis Symphony Ordampness of the amphitheater | chestra, but frankly, I don't feel
| qualified. All I know about Mipool.
I tropoulos is that when he enters
-OSCAR SA^Sthat Gentleman Jim Young is a certain little bistro in Washinggoing to have to resort to fisti- ton, the band plays Dimitri's Boocuffs when a certain party chal- j ?ie, a number especially concoctj ?d for him.
lenges him. Right, Jim?
OSCAR SAYS
FAMILY REUNION?
that he (oscar) is pleased with
Tommy Dorsey moored his
the result of the senior class elec- vacht in Florida after a summer
tions. The Three M's were foil- of cruising, and gathered his
ed. Morris, Moore, and Magru- brood together for April engageder didn't get .-. . never mind.
ments. It was like an Easter Egg
OSCAR SAYS
that Joe "Weak Eyes" Power hunt, and an unsuccessful one at
was being an operator Sunday that. Stuart Foster and Ziggy
Elman will not return. Charlie
night in Greenville.
Shaver's contract expired. The
-OSCAR SAYSthat many house parties arc be- Town Criers and Gordon Polk are
ing planned for the Junior-Senior in absentia too. So there you have
t or do you?
week-end.
-ncr-.AR "«Y?HE LEFT~T7 iC'iiT O. BAND
that the hills will vibrate with
Freddy Martin has been having
Tiger roars and kitten squeals.
i hard time. Everytime he gets a
OSCAR SAYS
that guys like Teeklenburg pianist degenerate enough to
make initiations enjoyable. But massacre the classics, the kid runs
the poor boy sleeps standing u£> out to form a band of his own.
This has occurred so frequently
nowadays.
'hat they have even coined a
-OSCAR SAYSthat he wonders if Glenn's be- phrase for it. Instead of saying
ing Moore's old lady helped him "he left to form his own band,"
win the best-drilled soph on the they hist quip "he left t. f. h. o.
company. Just wondering.
band." You might make a note
of that in case Winchell or Dorothat "Toothless" Jake Hiott's
thy Dix should use the expression.
hearing will be better from now
SEX DEPARTMENT
on. Next time he'll be able to
Toni Harper, niece of Buddy
tell the difference between stand
Harper, all around musician,
up and shut up.
made such a hit guest starring
OSCAR SAYS—
that it's about time for Ray on the Eddie Cantor show that
'Permit" Alexander to take an- Columbia will feature her in
other trip. One every six weeks Sweetheart of the Blues. Toni is
ten.
is the limit.

that "Boy Scout" Brackets'
has been so eager lately that it
OSCAR CAYS
—
wouldn't surprise him (oscar) if
that
the
B. S. U. rally was a
lie started drilling the light-duty
rally in more ways than one. The
boys.
weather heloed, too.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat if Sol Hay would stick
that Spangenburg thinks he
J. W. B. around and drill his boys instead knows who: oscar is. Guess again
of cackling so loud, his company
—but you're close.
might know some military.
—oo'""' iflOSCAR SAYS
that Roy "Klettner, Junior" Taythat he hears Atkinson is going lor is going' hard after Keg's
to cut his (oscar's) hair, but he place.. Good luck.
(oscar) thinks Atkinson has learnOSCAR SAYS
ed his lesson.
that, the agsboys must be rrw'
-OSCAR SAYSa! the engin&Iihouse boys. ^ Th'e&
that Reid isn't the only "butt" perfumed the buildingptsm'
nr>

The years press down without a light
The legless trunk that's thine.
The years crawl by in endless night;
The screams I hear are mine.

THE TRIAL BALANCE
i Or the labor we've just begun
That puts us right on the ledger sheet;
It isn't the job we intended to do
It's the work we have really done.

'

BETWEEN

Our credit is built upon things we do.
Our debit on things we shirk;
The man who totals the biggest plus
Is the man who completes his work.
Good intentions do not pay bills;
It's easy enough to plan. .
To wish is the play of a stupid boy;
To do is the job of a man.

By Dave Spiner
The March of Muscovy,
by Harold Lamb.

Don't grumble, don't bluster,
Don't dream and don't shirk,
Don't thing of your worries,
But think of your work.
The worries will vanish,
The work will be done.
"No man sees his shadow
Who faces the sun."
Robert Browning wrote in his poem "Saul" these words: ' ' 'Tis
not what man does which exalts him, but what man would do!", and
in "Andrea Del Sarto" these: "Ah, but a man's reach should exceed
his grasp, or what's a heaven for?" The question for us to answer is
"How far do we have to reach to overtake our goal and what would
we do more that we do at present?" "What have we really done?"

* * *

Remember "Morning Watch" after breakfast Monday through Friday in Room 1-142.
Next week's program is as follows:
Monday—"All Evil Speaking is Forbidden,"
Jim Shirer
Tuesday—"The Uncertainty of Life"
Tommy Love
Wednesday—"Ill-gotten Gains Brings a Curse"
Preston Shealy
Thursday—"Christ's Return Should Inspire Fortitude", Frank McLure
Friday—"Simple Truthfulness of Speech"
_
Pat Hance

College Cafe

By E. M. RALLINGS
and LEO KIRVEN
A Clemson graduate of ten
years ago would hardly recognize
the student body of today. The
chief reason is the veteran group,
which comprises approximately
two-thirds of the student body.
It is the purpose of this column
to discuss the accomplishments
and problems of this group in an
effort to secure a better understanding among veterans, cadets,
and the administration.
On the accomplishment side,
we have marked improvement in
the scholastic achievements over

Harold Lamb, with his fabulous
tales of the Orient, such as Genghis Kahn, Omar Khayyam, and
Marco Polo, has held readers entranced for hour upon hour. In
the March of Muscovy he transports you into the center of another age.
Muscovy i.c; Russia in the raw.
The "March" is through Siberia
to China. The Mongols, of v/hom
Lamb wrote vivid descriptions in
Genghis Khan, are entangled in
the process. •
This is the real integration of
Russia, the building of an Empire. There is no more pleasing
way of acquiring knowledge than
by reading one of Harold Lamb's
naratives at your leisure.

'
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Tammy Out of Time,
Ky Cid Sumrier.
This is an ajppusing.^^lg s+or.y
that, can be handy for ..killing
<inie. Doubtless VOM recall By-*,
ron's "Don Juan." from sophomore
Engliph? Perhaps you were required to describe Haidee, the
dark-eved. auburn-haired rescuer
of Juan. WeiLj.Tammy is a modern TIaidee cfihe deep South.
That is one aspect of the plot.
Not content to- leave well-enough |
alone. Mrs. Sumner gave the story i
a little local-color by transform- |
ing Haidee's father, a pirate, into j
Tammy's grandfather, a moon- i
shiner.
j
Who should Tammy find floating down the river one morning I
but (by mere chance) Peter
Brent., clinging tenaciously, although unconsciously, to -i friendly piece of driftwood. Peter was
no mere man, he had to be a spec- j
ial package. This was neatly ac- ;
complished by giving Peter a family background, and a family i
mansion, Brenton Hall.
What happens after their meet- ;
ing is the usual "Boy meets Girl"
plot. They fall in love, and after
overcoming such ogres as Peter's
|
mom and sister, love triumphs.

Meetings In <Y'
YMCA and YWCA State Training Conference at Camp Long,
April 23, 24, 25.
8:00—Teen-age Canteen—club
rooms No. 1 and No. 2.
APRIL 24
Y Cabin used by a group of
veterans and their wives for a
! chicken supper.
APRIL 24
8:30^Y Club Rooms. '
i SUNDAY, April 25
2:20—Vespers in auditorium 1
i presented by All-Girl Choir of
i Walhalla, S. C.
MONDAY, April 26
G:45—YMCA Cabinet meetingCabinet Room.
7:00—Music Club of campus
children in club room No. 2.
; TUESDAY, April 27
Reserved for county and other
student club meetings.
\ WEDNESDAY, April 28
6:25—Newman Club—club room
No. 1.
6:45—Brandcis Club — club
< room No. 2.
| THURSDAY, April 29
6:45—Freshman 'Y' Council—
I club room No. 2.
7:00—Cub Scouts — club room
j No. 1.
8:00—Hi Y Club — Cabinet
Room.

pre-war records by the veterans. ,
A new seriousness of purpose is j
noted in the classroom because !
these boys realize the value arid ■
need of. a college education. Some I
facultv members have commented that the veteran group is the
best group that they have ever
taught. This speaks well for the
veterans at Clemson.
Much comment is heard on the
ungentlemanly conduct of the
veterans in general. It would
speak well of us to get back to
the pre-war standards of manners at Clemson. This is one of
our traditions. Little interest is
shown in the mass meetings of
veterans and cadets. This is most
discouraging for those who have
the problems of veterans and students in general at heart.
Many problems will be discussed later in this column and any
ideas and opinions that anyone
may wish aired should be addressed to Box 1047, Clemson.
This column is of a general nature
and the problems discussed are
not directed at any specific group
or individual.

SPORTING GOODS

JUST ARRIVED . . .
New Spring
Shipment
SPORT SHIRTS
SLACKS
JACKETS
Your Patronage is Solicited
and Appreciated

OtfS
SE'NECA SC

•

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
I

Greenville, S. C.
•

DO YOU LEAD

i ■

A DOUBLE LIFE?

-/ @&afetut& Study :By WAYNE BALLENTINE

^etweea 7t&
/
t/et&ta*t&

By Dave Spiner

that Richenbaker should come
in out of the fog. Three is a
crowd. Someone should tell him
about Junior - Senior week-end.
Are you going with them to the
mountains May 9?

j

@t&n,£*n> :
\
j
DeanlTom,
''•T-hei Sba»c -B3-U 'Spring Retreat,
of last week ccn now be relegated
to the rfsaite of experiences to be
remembered. The girls are all
back atnschbol, the rrienlrfrom onneighbwitschools are gone, too.
Trie janitors, the ground crews, ;
and the details are busily' clearing ;
mi the mess left by the. multitudes.
This was my ninth retreat—
ind I believe it was the:'best I
have known. It was the second
one in which I had to make preparations. I have no experience in !
which all the committees did so
well as the committees did for
I
this week-end.
There are such a multitude of i;
people to thank for the fine COODeration they gave in preparing
for the Retreat, Tom, that I waul i
on to let them know for the.
The College helped tremendously by letting ,us use the Trustee !
Touse, the Open Air Theatre, and
'he chapel, and giving the offic- [
ial okay to house most of the j
guests in the barracks. Mr. Lindsoy and his staff were dominant
factors in the success of the picnicsupper.
The boys in T2 voluntarily
moved out over the week-end to

let most of the girls use their
rooms. The other fellows opened
their rooms to the men. The student committee of the church and
several of the families of the
community helped to house the
guests from Winthrop and Coker.
The "Y" heloed- out in tight
spots. The Co-Weds of the church
planned and served the picnic to
iver 300 people. Mr. Watson and
his men helped in a multitude of
ways. The ladies of the church
helped greatly in making everyone feel at home.
The TIGER gave the Retreat
■,■ ,.on+ nublicity. the cafes and
the cafeteria gave good service,
nil of Clemson Town was cooperative.
•md above all the Clemson students—there are none better! In
dl sorts of wavs, "my" Clemson
men1 made it a good thing to have
the Retreat here. The visiting
leaders were unanimous in .praising the Clemson men for their
thoughtfulriess and help. These
Retreat folk will be one crowd
over South Carolina unanimously
praising your sons, Tom Clemson!
Without a doubt the success of
the Retreat lies in the hard work
done by the committees preparing.
As the one on whom the burden
of planning and worry fell, I am
deeply grateful for all the work
each of you did.
Thank you for a long lime.
Thanks to you too, Tom.
Jim Spangenberg

For Your

(Everybody dues!)
And to make the transition easier, Arrow brings
,,ou that dual purpose shirt—the Doubler, which
looks as well without a tie on a golf course as it
does with a tie for a dinner date.
Doubler is made in crisp Gordon oxford cloth, the
favorite fabric of American college men, and bears
the Sanforized label (assurance of less than 1%
shrinkage.)
Drop in after class and pick out a couple of Arrow
Doublers. They come in white and blue oxford,
and are sized like regular shirts. Price $4.00.

SrEWART-MERRITT CO.
Greenville, S. C.

J

F6R ARPM WiRTS

College Cafe

UiLv

\—-

Ham and Eggs

Sausage or Bacon

Order Hot Cakes

Ham and 1 Egg

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

55c

50c

30c

45c

Served with Mashed Potatoes an j Gravy or Rice and Gravy
Tender Roast Beef
45c Fried Perch and Onions
Delicious Roast Pork
;.... 45c Beef Stew and Onions
Calf's Liver and Onions
50c Cold Plates and Onions
Pork Chops
50c

Tender Veal Cutlets
Delicious Ham Plate
Country Style Steak
Ground Beef and Onions

50c
50c
50c
45c

Owned and Operated by Mac McConnell and
Archie Cochran (students)

40c
35c
50c

REGULAR DINNERS

Choice of 2 Vegetables, Salad, Dessert and
Drink

80c

Bacon or Sausage
and 1 Egg
Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

40c

2 Eggs

1 Egg

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter,
Coffee

Grits, Toast, Jelly, Butter-,
Coffee

25c

35c
■

i

SANDWICHES

STEAKS

STUDENT LUNCHES

l
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TEiNDER, SIZZLING STEAKS,
Shoestring Potatoes, Salad, Drink

CLUB STEAKS
T-BONE STEAKS
TOP SIRLOIN

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75

FRIED CHICKEN

$1.

vAl ts

Hamburgers, all the way

. 20c

Baked Ham
Fried Egg
Grilled Cheese
Cheese Burger
All Combinations ....'

: 25c
20c
. 20c
25c
35c

WE OFFER OUR PRIVATE DINING ROOM
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Open 7 A. M. to 11. P. M.

Phone
3461
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Clemson Tigers Down Wofford Tracksters
Malhews Holds Lead LEST WE FORGET
niigerBanmg
By JACK CRIBB

With Scoop Reynolds
As the (rack season rolls into the fourth week of activity, Clemson' men are well pleased with the showing that
Coach A. W. Norman's outfit has made, meeting and successfully defeating three stale opponents. Rolling to wins
over.Presbyterian, Wofford, and Furman, the Tiger tracksters appeared on the way to a stale title provided Ihey can
gel by Scooter Rucks and his Gamecocks this weekend in
"Columbia when the Bengals invade the capital to seek a win
over the vaulted Gamecocks.
If Clemson can place two men in both the 220 and
440, the events that the fleet Rucks runs, the Tigers will
probably hold their own in other events and emerge victorious. However the score could go just the other way
as Carolina boast some able performers in several events.
"With Cy Kivett still on the ailing list, Jim Arnette and
Mitchell Clark will have a hard time bringing the bacon
home in the javelin but these hustling trackmen will seek
to carry on where the mighty Kivett left off. Nobody has
approached his 181 feel that he hurled the spear in the Presbyterian meet to open the season.
Baseballers Win
After dropping the opener of the Carolina series
Friday afternoon, the Tigs bounced back to pound
Gamecock offerings for 7 hits which were good, when
ccupled with 5 Carolina miscues, to score 11 runs. This
was the second Southern Conference victory of the season for the Tigers.
Fresh from their" success with the Gamecock on Saturday, the roaring Tigers clawed away at the Hornet
. and sentJFurman's Hurricane home with a soothing 7-6
licking.
The Tigs rapped out 0 hits from the deliveries of beanpole righthander Ernie Chambers while Bill Kerr and John
.McDowell led the way against Tig lmrler Joe Asbill with 2
safeties each lo pace a 9 hit attack for the Hornets.
Culbertson and Jones Star
Ken Culbertson has showed big league possibilities with
his sensational slops and powerful arm as he throws out
wouldbe hitters. The Shannon, Georgia boy's fielding is
U-.e brand that people sil up and notice and talk about in private bull sessions. G6risistc"illy Ihe fleeti'ooted shortstop
pulls down line drives a:ui garners in grounders like picking
up Easter eggs. His rifle arm makes close plays at first
- he shoots tiie oie horsehide to Jimmy Jones, talb'.rted first saeker.
Jones' fancy fielding is of the superb nature. The BelIon
an covers his assigned territory thoroughly and
seldom makes a miscue. His work with the timber causes
him to be a dread on opposing pitchers. Jones sports a high
flatting average, one of Ihe best on the Tiger team and should
solve the problem al the initial sack for several years.
Bewey Quinn al Ocoisee Mills
Popular Dewey Quinn leaves Ninety-Six lo become
player-manager of the Oconee Mills baseball team. While al
Clemson Quinn was a three letterman, standing oul in football, baseball and baskclball. Since graduation last June
Dewey has been playing baseball and basketball with NinetySix, "v
•After Quinn returned from Use play-offs last siimme
wilh the championship Tiger nine, he began playing with
the baseballers from Ninety-Six and sparked them to the
pay-off's in Hie textile league. This winter Quinn's team
went lo Ihe play-offs for Ihe textile league cage title.
Best of luck, Dewey Quinn.
Men Of the Week
When we began picking the man of the week in
Clemson athletics we finally narrowed the field down to
two members of Coach A. W. Norman's track outfit.
George Facchin and Robert Thompson get the nod
over several others mentioned.
Facchin, BreriTwood, Mo., sophomore, raced to a win in
the 100 yard dash, racked up a'viclory in Ihe discus, and ran
second in the 220 yard dash. In addition to being very fast
for a big boy, the fleetfooted lad from the "Show Me" state,
handles (he weights with. Ihe greatest of ease as his record
shows for Saturday afternoon's activity against the competition that the hapless Terriers offered. In addition lo wins
in the discus and (lie 100 yard dash, Facchin placed second
to Holsh.ouser in (he shotput.
Robert "Bugs" Thompson of Washington, D. C, has
proved to be a most valuable addition to the Tiger trackslers.
Bugs sprinted to victories in the 220 and ! 10 yard evenls
during the weekend track activities. Thompson has been
a consistent winner all reason for the Bengals.
Trailing the Tiger salutes George Facchin and Robert
Thompson as athletes of the week in Clemson athletics.

Ray Mathews continues to lead
Clemson's baseballers at the end
of their fifth week of pi ay. The
Pennsylvania
lad
who
plays
eenterfield for the Tigers commanded the lead with a mark of
.310 at the end of the twelfth
game last Monday.
• Jimmy .Jones, first baseman
from Belton holds the second spot.
The top averages:
PLAYER
AB H Pct.
Mathews __ ._ .... 42 13 .310
Jones
56 17 .304
Gillecpie
55 16 .291
Deanhardt — —. .... 50 14 .280
Fisher
20
7 .241
Moore L., —. .... ._. 43 10 .227
Culberson —. —. — 58 13 .224
Brown _.. ._ __ —. 20
4 .200

With the first shout of "play
ball" in 1942, Clemson's baseball
Tigers, took the field under the
tutorship of veteran coach Randy
Hinson who had coached some
championship Bengal teams in
past years. The nine which he
bossed that year were not the best
ones ever to represent the school,
but it was made up of a hustling
and spirited group of boys.
Back in the fold were Belk,
Coker, Good, Blalock, and Buchanan. Missing in the lineup however, were such stars as Henry
Buchanan, Ace Farker and George
and Francis Coakley.
The tremendous base knocks from the
bats of these men had broken up
many a ball game and the lack of
this power hurt the Clemsons.
Duke was our first opponent,
and when the last man had been
put out, the Blue Devils were on
top 5-3. The lads from Durham

Carolina Takes 7-4
Victory From Tigers Tiger Netmesi Fall
Before Emory On
Local Courts, 5-

Clemson's Tigs dropped a hard
fought tennis match last Friday
to the University of South Carolina Gamecocks 4-3.
During the singles matches it
appeared as if the Tigers would
reign supreme, but fate was
against them during the last two
doubles sets.
Summary:
SINGLES
Walker (C) loss to Turner (U.
of S. C.) 6-2, 6-3
Cook (C) defeated Coustan (U.
S. C.) 6-0, 6-0
Murry (C) defeated Rothe (U.
S. C.) 6-1, 5-7, 6-4
Wannamaker (C) lost to Jefferies (U. S. C.) 6-0, 6-4
Cauthren (C) lost to Nat Walker (U. S. C.) 6-3, 8-6
DOUBLES
. Walker & Murry (C) lost to
Turner & Jefferies (U. S. C.)
Cook & Hhornhill (C) defeated
S. C.)
Nat Walker & Harold Walker (U.

gars
Clemsoifs claycortrters added
again to their wins last Thursday
by allowing the Wake Forest Deacons to win only one singles.
The remainder were taken by
the
Tigs
without
too
much
trouble, giving them a 6-i'win
over the North Carolina boys.
This was the first game of the
season to be 'played here at Clemson and a large crowd turned out
to see the contest. Both the
Tigers and the Deacons have been
forced to postpone some of their
scheduled games' due to bad
weather.
Summary:
SINGLES
Walker (C) dropped to Hammack (W. F.) 8-6, 6-4
Cook (C) beat Watkins (W. F.)
6-4, 9-7
Murray (C) beat Bunn (W. F.)
6-1, 6-2
Cauthren (C) beat Bland (W.
F.) 6-1, 6-0
Merritt (C) beat Walker (W.
F.) 6-1, 2-6, 9-7
DOUBLES
Cook and Wannamaker (C) defeated Watkins and Bunn (W. F.
6-4, 5-7, 6-4
Murray and \Walker (C) defeated Hammack and Williams
(W. F.) 6-3, 6-4
Lip ton and Calvert (C) defeated Wall and Bland (W. F.) 6-4,
3-6, 8-6

Emory's tennis squad met and
defeated Hoke Sloan's Clemson
netters here Saturday afternoon
by a 5-2 margin. The Clemson
racket swingers came out on top
of two single matches with Hank
Walker and Tommy Thornhill
emerging victorious in their
matches.
Clemson failed to take any of
the doubles as Emory make a
clean sweep.
Summary:
Wannamaker (C) lost to McKean 6-3, 6-1
Cook (C) lost to Stueki 3-6,
7-5, 9-7
Murray (C) lost to Genz 6-3,
4-6, 6-3
Walker (C) defeated Cowan
6-1, 11-9
Thornhill defeated,La,Salle 6-2,
6-1
Murray and Walker0(C) lost to
McKean and Gehz (B)r!6-2, 6-4
Cook and WannamataF. (©) lost
to Stueki and Cowan, (E) 11-9,
6-3. ■

. . . .

defeated our boys 14 to 5 the
next day in a very loosely played
game. Belk, Berry and Blalock
hit well in these contests that
showed the weakness in the
Tiger's mound forces.
The next tilt saw several Newberry College pitchers bombarded
as the Tigs collected, seventeen
hits and a 21-3 victory.
In an intersectional affair, the
highly touted aggregation from
Michigan State rolled over the
Bengals by the score of 15-5. Halliday then took his turn on the,
hill and let Erskine's Seceders
down with nine scattered hits as
we earned our second state victory. The Hinsonmen next traveled to Athens where they succumbed to a powerful Georgia
squad by a count of 13 to 8.
It became apparent that ours
was a hot and cold team when
they blasted Erskine 16-9, edged
the Georgia Bulldogs 9-8, and defeated Daniel Field's strong squad.

m

ira

a

P. C. eked out a 12 to 11 win as
the first state loss was suffered.
Newberry gained revenge by reversing the score in the previous
game. After this 4-3 shellacking,
we journeyed to the Capital City
and defeated Carolina's Gamecocks 6-5 in a thriller.
Furman's
Purple
Hurricane
nearly blew itself out in the late
innings, but emerged the victor in a match played in Greenville. The final count read 1211. Daniel Field then handed the
Clemsonites their second straight
defeat 10-4 on the soldier's diamond.
Clemson displayed a burst of
power in walloping the Wofford
Terriers twice by large margins
and again defeated South Carolina as the season drew to a
close. Furman took their second
win over the Bengals in a game
played before the Carolina contest.

Cor ~<\ "Rock" Normi n's
track
n will leave Clemson
lor far first time this season
when V ey meet The University
of So;; i Carolina's cindermen
SatuMr 7 in a match in the Capital City.
The r.engals thus far this
spring have racked up three
straight wins, and will be
afield Saturday looking for their
hardest win of the year. It's
generally conceded in Tigertown that the Carolinians will
be the toughest that the Normanmen will encounter this
year.
Following this meet only
Davidson remains on the Tig
dual meet schedule.

Clemson Racquefeers
Scalp N'berry Indians

Tiger Linkslers Down Presbyterian For
35fhXon$ecufive Victory At Clinton
Clemson's golfing Tigers ripped
through Presbyterian's Blue Hose
19-8 at Clinton last Tuesday afternoon in the sixth match of the
season for the Tigs.
The powerful Bengal squad was
led by Bobby Chapman who shot
a one under par 69 for low score
of the afternoon. This score was
his first sub par mark of the
current season. Low man for P.
C. was Smoky Jackson. His card
showed a 75.
The two teams will meet again
this week in a match to be played
at Boscobel Friday.
,
•
Results:
Chapman (C) defeated Cunningham 3^0; West (P) defeated
Delk 2-1; Chapman and Delk (C)
defeated Cunningham and West
3-0; Odair (P) defeated Holliday
2-1; Jackson (P) and Koopman
(C) tied 1 1-2 1 1-2; Jackson and
"Gdair (P) defeated Koopman and
Holliday 2 1-2 t 1-2; Selfridge
<iO>'l defeated Kenney 3-0; Bell
(0) defeated Turner 3-0; Self-

Linksmen Trount
s
In a match played last Friday
at the Country Club in Greenville
Clemson's rollicking Tigers continued their brilliant winning
streak with a decisive 13 1-2 to
4 1-2 victory over Furman University. The win was the 31st
straight for the Bengal linksmen.
Bobby Chapman, Tiger parbuster hailing from Spartanburg,
was low medalist for the afternoon with a 69. This score is par
for the Greenville course.
Billy Delk, a young Greenvillian playing for the Tigs, was next
in line as his score card showed
a 70 at the end of the eighteen
holes of play.
ridge and Bell (C) defeated Kenney and Bell 3-0.

Conference Baiebalf
Lead Held By W & 1
North Carolina's Tarheels and
Washington and Lee's Generals
are perched atop the Southern
Conference baseball loop after
three weeks of the diamond season in concluded. - It appeared to
keen observers that it will be a
race to the finish between these
two clubs.
Washington and Lee remains a
half game ahead of the Tarheels
with a record of 6 wins in as
many starts with North Carolina
emerging victorious in 5 games
with no losses.
South Conference standings:
Teams
W L Pet. Rns Opp
W. &. L
. 6 0 1.000 50 19
N. Car.
5 0 1.000 42 12
Va. (Tech ..... 3 1
.750 19 19
W. Forest ... 4 2
.667 32 17
Duke .n. __ 4 3
.571 45 47
N. C. State .. . 3 3 -.500 39 35
Richmond ... 1 1
.500 16 16
Davidson ____ 2 5
.286 26 44
So. Car
. 2 5
.286 38 62
Clemson .... 2 6
.250 33 40
Furman .... 1 5
.167 26 53
Maryland .-... 0 0
.000 00 00
The Citadel ...0 0
.000 00 00
V. M. I.
. 0 0
.000 00 00
Geo.'Wash. . _ 0 1
.00
8
9
Mm. & M. ... . 0 1
.000
2
3

"Not even Frankie Swoonatra could make me|
miss Dentyne Chewing Gum! That nifty flavoi-|
really sends me —I mean it really does. And the
way Dentyne helps keep my teeth white, 1 want a
turn on the old smile all the time."

Copyright 19J8 br Esqutre. «r»c

'/ must insist that your little friends wait outside
white I treat your case"

,

Dentyne Gum — Made Only By Adams

Establishes '48
S. C. Track Record
Clemson cindermen rolled to an
overwhelming victory Saturday
afternoon over the hapless Wofford tracksters by a 115-16 margin for their third consecutive win
of the season. 'George Facchin and Bobby
Thompson won two events each
for
Coach
Norman's
hustling
Spoo

inefi did the 880
>.9 to rack up the
e state so far this

Joe Hardwick put on a driving
finish lo win the 2 mile event.
Little Jack Ross did not enter
the meet because of a hurt leg
bul 1'ie track mentor, A. W. Nor' the able 2 miler
1
to go against the
'a Columbia Saturday
■ ' Gil Rushton batdecision in the
mile i
nth the nod going to
ith ;; fine 4:42.8 time.
Clemson captured all first
1 wo exceptions as
1
top honors in the
the high jump.

Tiger netters failed to follow
the script Monday last week whan
they scalped the Newbi try Indians 7-0 with fifing racki t's instead of the usual hatchet. This
onslaught took place on the Indians home reservation before a
throng of clay court enthusiasts.
This was the first of two schedA composite schedule of sports
uled games that the Clemson Tigs
events which Clemson athletic
have with the Newberry Indians, teams will participate in during
the other contest is to be held at the rest of the month of April
Clemson May 14.
are listed below:
Summary:
April 23 (baseball) Presbyterian—Clemson
SINGLES
April 23 (golf) Presbyterian—
Murray (C) defeated Wright
Clemson
(N) 3-6, 6-1, 6-0
April 24 (baseball) Newberry
Cook (C) defeated Niles <N)
—Newberry
6-1, 6-0
April 24
(tennis)
Citadel—
Walker (C) defeated Buz
r
:om?on
(N) 6-4, 6-4
April 24 (track) So. Carolina
Wannamaker (C) defeated
—Columbia
Hodges (N) 6-2, 6-2
April 28 (baseball) Furman—
Merritt (C) defeated Waldrop
Greenville
(N) 5-7, 6-3, 6-3
April 29' (tennis)'Erskine—Due
DOUBLES
West
April 30 baseball) Wofford—
Murray & Walker (C) defeated
Wright & Niles (N) 6-2, 6-3
Spartanburg
April 30 (tennis) Col. of Chas.
Wannamaker & Cook (C) de;i
feated Holt & Holmes (N)/.6-0, —Charleston

"Come on, Johnny, mother promised us Dentyne
Chewing Gum if we only sat through it once!"

Reprinted from the May. 1948 issue of Esouira

Spook Pulkinen

TRY A PACK

posfite Schedule
Sporting Events

H
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Bengals Win Two Conference Basebal
Tigers Eke Out
7-6 Win Over
F U Hornets

:

The Clemson baseballers scored
their second straight Southern
Conference win here Monday afternoon as they downed Furman
University 7-6 behind the 9 hit
'•hurling of freshman Joe Asbill.
The rookie hurler notched his
first win of the season allowing
9 safites and 6 runs during his 9
inning tour.
Lanky Ernie Chambers gave
the Bengals but 6 bingles, one a
round tripper by big Frank Gillespie whose long drive cleared
the fence in left-center, but 5 miscues and 5 free tickets gave Clemson the ball game.
Clemson began the scoring in
the first inning when Jimmy
Jones lined a single to center.
Luke Deanheardt singled and both
came across on an error, a passed ball, and a fielders choice.
Furman came back to tie up the
score in the second on two hits,
a wild pitch, an error and a fielder's choice.
The Tigers added another in
the third on two errors and a
walk.
The Hurricane accumulated another in the fourth on a
hit, an error, and a sacrifice.
Bengal batsmen went to town
in the fourth when Jimmy Jones
drove home a run after two mates
got on when the Furman issued
a walk and a Hurricane infielder
made a miscue.
Frank Gillespie dropped one of
Chambers fast balls in the hedge
in left center to score two mates
ahead of him.
Little rapped out a homer to
bring in two tallies and score to
conclude the scoring activity for
the day.
The box:
ab r h 0
Furman
4 0 1 V
Shelton, 2b „_'. .
5 0 2 1
Kerr, rf _ —. .
Stewart, ss — . _ .... 4 1 0 2
5 0 1 1
Barnett, 3b —- .
5 1 1 1
Chambers, p —
Phillips, c —. .. . .... 3 1 2 5
3 2 1 9
Little, lb __ ._
3 0 2 4
McDowell, If ....
4 0 0 0
Moates, cf __ ~
36

6

9 24

ab
Clemson
4
Mathews, cf .— .
5
Jones, lb
Deanhardt, If _ . .... 4
3
Gillespie, 3b ...:
4
Culberson, ss ....
2
Moore, cf _.
4
Brown, rf .... ....
Fisher, 2b .... .. . .... 2
4
Asbill, p
.... .

r
1
3
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

h
0
2
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

Totals

0

3
8
1
2
4
3
1
5
0

Totals
32 7 6 27
FURMAN
020 100 300—6
CLEMSON
201 400 OOx—7
Errors: Stewart 2, Gillespie 2,
Kerr 2, Fisher, Chambers. Runs
batted in: Culberson, McDowell 2,
Shelton, Jones, Gillespie 3, Phillips, Little 2. Home runs: Gillespie, Little. Stolen base: Little.
Sacrifices: Fisher, Little. Double
plays: Culberson to Fisher to
Jones (2).
Left on bases: off
Chambers 5, Asbill 4. Struck out:
by Chambers 4, Asbill 1. Wild
pitches: Asbill, Chambers. Passed
ball: Phillips.
Umpires: Heath
and BMramlett. Attendance 3,000. Time, 1:55.

Bengals Meet P. C.'s
In Golf And Baseball
Clemson's golf and baseball
teams will play hosts to charges
from Presbyterian College tomorrow in the first meet of the
season between the respective
spring- sports squads.
The Tiger golfers will be out
to notch their 34th consecutive
win as they engage the Blue
Hose in a match scheduled for
Boscobel. This match will be
the last for Coach Bob Jones'
men before they play in the
• State Tournament at Spartanburg.
Coach Walter Cox's diamond
squad will attempt to win it's
third consecutive win as they
meet the Presbyterians in a
contest scheduled for 3:30 P. M.
on Riggs Field. This game will
be the last for Tiger baseballers on home soil till May 3rd
when
they
meet
Furman's
Hornets.

BUSINESS MACHINES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
STUDENT SUPPLIES

Oconee Office
Supply
Sales and Service
Phone 472 — Box 509
(Call us collect)
Seneca, S. C.

Carolina loses;

ACTION IN THE FURMAN-CLEMSON FRACUS MONDAY

Sportfacts
in
Focus

Interest in the current intramural softball program is mounting as teams swing into their
third week of play. Competition
is keen between the nines which
are made up of veterans and
cadets.
Company "B" is presently leading Group 1 with two wins againsl
no losses. Close behind "B" which
is the football company come
"M" and "L" Companies. Thesa
teams boast two victories and
one defeat each. Next on the list
are "E" and "I" Companies who
have broken even in two games.
"A" and 'H" squads bring up the
rear with no wins compared to
two setbacks.
Group II has. for its leader
Company 'C". These boys have
won both of their games, but "G."
and Band Companies are right
on the neck of the leaders. These
aggregations have taken victories
in their only tilts. "K" Company
has one win and one defeat and
"F" Company was the loser -in
their only match. Company "D"
is at the tail- end, having lost
three times without gaining a
win.

ONI THE RECORD
Before the baseball season got under way we made the
statement that the '48 edition of the Clemson diamondmen
would he a green and inexperienced outfit. We meant, of
course, in comparison with last season's powerhouse, the
team which lost only five games and went all the way to
the Eastern Intercollegiate Playoffs at New Haven, Conn.
(They lost here to Yale 7-3.) Thus far this year we find
that our little forecast has held fairly true to form for the
Tigers have definitely been on the receiving end for most
of the campaign. A quick glance at the win-lose column
shows that the losses have it by a fair majority. The Tigs
have" won only three out of twelve.
However, in their last two encounters we've noted a definite improvement in Coach Cox's men. In the second Carolina game here last Saturday and in the Furman match this
past Monday the team as a whole looked far better in all
phases than it did the initial part of the season. The fielding has surely improved and the hitting is much more timely. Also the pitchers are looking better. Joe Asbill and
Nif Griffith showed a great deal more control in their most
recent outings as they notched victories than they did at the
start of the season. Hay Fleming also showed improvement
in the first Carolina contest even though he lost his game.
Maybe it's been just the fine spring weather which has
effected the change, or perhaps it's just that the boys have
needed time to gain experience. At any rate, the baseball
team is definitely improved over early season; and it could
be that it will be a winner for the rest of the campaign.
"SPOOK" NEARS FRANKLIN'S RECORD
Way back in '12, Harry Franklin, one of the most outstanding track men ever to wear Clemson colors, set a mark
in the 880 yard run which has stood for the past six years.
That year Harry ran the half mile course faster than any
man in the Palmetto Stale had ever done it before. His time
was 1:58.2.
hast Saturday afterneen here in Tigerlown, Carl
"Spook" Pulkincn, successor to Harry Franklin, did the 880
in a torrid 2:0.9 as Clemson's power-laden cindermen.ripped
through Wofford 115-16. Pulkinen's time was just 2.7 seconds above the record. This was the best lime turned in by
the Charleston runner in this event in three years of Clemson
track, and it's also the best time registered in the slate thus
far this spring.
Now we're not going to slick our necks out and make
any rash statements to the effect that "Spook" will crack
Franklin's mark this year or even next, but we can say with
a reasonable degree of certainly that he'll come as close to
doing so as any track man in the slate.

Joe Asbill dashes for the plate during the Furman game here Monday afternoon when Clemson
defeated the Hornets by a slim 7-6 margin. Asbill was called out by umpire Chick Heath of Greenville who claimed the Clemson hurler stepped out of the base paths during the rundown by Barnett,
Phillips and Little. Leo Fisher, Tiger 2nd sacker, observes the action before he steps up to the
plate again. The Tigers scored 4 runs before the fire was extinguished. By defeating the Hurricane the Bengals took their second straight conference game in as many outings.

Frank Gumby Elected to Head Clemson College Riflemen
For Next Season; Captain Smith Will Coach Squad
Each year there are chosen
from the R. O. T. C. nine of the
students most adept with rifle.
To be among these few, a cadet
must challenge an old member or
else take the place of one who
graduates, that is if he recogd^,-' aqualifying score.
rfibitfoR I
Clemson College helps-' f<SfcW» a
part of the 20 military schools in
the 3rd Army area.—This- area
includes all Squthjeastern states
and each year thfif;'*hold a meet'ng to determine which rifle learn.
ihall keep the loving cup for the'
following year.
This year the
e came in 9th compared to
the fjeam of last year which had
OHiy tiinth ;jlace out of 12 entries.
In the shoulder to shoulder firing against the U. of Georgia the
Tigs lagged
behind 20 points;
against the Davidson Wildcats
'he Bengals took the lead by 22
points; on a return engagement
with the Bull Dogs the Tigs again
stepped up to win by a margin of
20 points.
All
the military colleges in
South Carolina met at P. C. to
determine the most accurate shots
in. the state; in this Clemson came
n 3rd. These shoulder to shoulder matches include firing from
such positions as the standing,

sitting, kneeling, and the prone
position. In each -of these 10
rounds are fired thus making possible a score of 40 points.
The'Clemson Tigs carrie in with
11 wins out of a possible 22 in the
telegraphic meets. The telegraphic . method of holding a meet
is for' the school teams to fire
at their respective school and send
the scores, to the challenger by
mail;' ihe■$■ at the same time send
their spores to the other team.
This insures that the figures will
not to be altered in any manner
since both sets,of scores are in the
mail at the same time. This eype of
match is open to any R. O. T. C.
unit in the U. S. and a school may
challenge any school that it
chooses at the time it likes.
Captain Smith, coach for the
Rifle Team, will award the Milnor Block "C" sweater for this
year's participation to the following: Gumby, newly elected captain for the following year; Siethel, Kinard, Peters, Levy, 'Allen,
Poston, and Mitehum, captain for
this past year.

Furman:
A provisional chapter of the
Blue Key has been formed at Furman and is waiting the arrival of
a charter for a permanent organization.
The Furman band returned this
week from a tour of South Carolina cities.

T-2 is perched on top of the
standings in the Veterans League
with two victories end no defeats.
The Clemsonians, 8th Barracks,
the Trimmers and the Bullbats all
are tied for second place with one
win each. T-l comes in the middle, winning once and biting the
dust once.
The Military Depl,
Savannah-Clemson, Barracks 10
and the Globe Trotters follow.
All these teams have won none
and lost once. The Faculty trails
the pack, possessing no wins and
two losses.
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Winthrop:
From the Johnsonian this week
Cathy Roof sends us advice on
how to cure a roommate of snoring. I quote: "You can cure your
roommate of snoring by good advice, cooperation, kindness—and
by stuffing an old sock in his Griffith i)
mouth."
I tried that last night, but beTotals
fore I achieved success I lost a CAROLINA
pair of socks and two towels.
CLEMSON
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McFadden Presents Trophies
Bonny Banks McFadden, one of the most outstanding
athletes that the Palmetto state has ever produced, presented
the Teague trophies to Mrs. Estelle Lawson Page of Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, and Ed Koffensberger, versatile athlete
from Duke University al a banqet held Monday night at the
Poinsetl Hotel in Greenville. McFadden won one of these
coveted awards in 1939 when the noted athlete was tabbed
All-American in football and basketball, an honor which no
other athlete* has achieved lo my knowledge.
Mrs. Page is one of the outstanding women golfers of
this decade and won the award for the third time in the
female division. She had previously won cups in '-11 and '44.
Koffensberger was recognized for his All-American performances in basketball and lacrosse and his excellence in
track and field events. The sharp shooting cage star of the
Blue Devil five set a new Southern Conference scoring record
by tallying 410 in a single season and shooting 923 markers
in three years of collegiate competition.
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OF SHEER SHIRT COMFORT...
.. try an Arrow Gordon doubler in fine Gordon oxford
cloth, $4.00,
The doubler is the only shirt we have ever seen
that successfully leads a double life and looks well
with or without a necktie.
Ask your Arrow dealer for a Doubler, a perennial
shirt favorite of U. S. college men.
P.S. Doubler comes in regular collar sizes and
sleeve lengths.
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ARROW SHIRTS and TIES».
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UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
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Tve been in the telephone business a little more than
two years.
"And what busy years they've been!
"The Bejl System has added more than 6,000,000 new
telephones, erected some 1200 buildings, buried thousands of miles of cable and made great strides in extending and improving telephone service in rural areasi
"Telephone service has been extended to automobiles,
trucks and trains, and a new system for transmitting
telephone conversations and television programs by
microwaves put in operation.
"At Bell Telephone Laboratories they're working on
new electronic devices which will bring still wider horizons of electrical communications within view.
"I've had a part in this post-war progress."
There's a future in telephony.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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GOLFERS TO DEFEND TITLE
With a siring of 33 consecutive victories tucked away
lightly under their hells, Coach. Bob Jones' golfers are at
present preparing ^themselves for the State Tournament
which will get under way Tuesday, May lib in Sparfanburg.'
Last year the powerful Tiger aggregation hauled auway the
honors, and their participation this year will be in the interest of defending their title.
.(ones will lake a squad of six linksmen to the Hub City
for the three-day stand. Only four of the six will be allowed to qualify for actual tournament play however. It's
expected that the usual par-busting foursome of Chapman,
Delk, Koopman, and Halliday will spearhead the Clemson
attack. Selfridge, a Connecticut boy, is the only golfer
other golfer known to Ibis writer who will make the trip.
Later on in the season the golfers will go to Pinehurst,
N. C, to take part in the Conference Tourney.
Tomorrow afternoon they will meet P. C. at Boscobel
in a return match and will seek their 31th straight. Luck
lo them.
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"Male Animal" Play Be Next Week, April 29 - 30
Production Alumni Club Having Dairying Majors Make Co-Op To Report
Will Be Put Barbecue Tomorrow Southern Extension Trip
On At 8:00
Play Fresh Off Broadway To
Be Presented In College
Chapel By Little Theater
STORY IS GIVEN
By DAVE SPINER
i "The Male Animal," smash
Broadway hit, is almost ready
for presentation.
What can a"'professor do to defend his home from a predatory
football player? What: is in that
letter that everyone is so anxious
to prevent him from reading to
his class?
Ellen, the professor's wife, still
finds Joe Ferguson > fascinating
after ten years of marriage, Michael, her little sister's beau, has
committed an irreparable sin
which turns a peaceful home into
an asylum of confusion.
Jim Spangenberg, Baptist Minister of Students, plays the role
6f Michael, a /fiery young liberal
Whose ideals arid adolescent determination to rid a Mic|-Western
University ' of its "Fascists" elements gets him into a mess of
trouble. Jim. as young Michael,
drinks his way out of it!
1
Tommy, the professor, is played by Clemson athlete Chuck
Chalker. He. portrays an inoffensive young 'professor whose
life is upset by Michael's crusade
for freedom, and whose wife,
Ellen, is weaving between him
and her returned- lover, Joe. Joe
sneaks in the back door bearing
a bouquet of flowers as camouflage, and trys to whirl Ellen ofi
to the tune of "Who."
Mrs. Ernest Blakely, , who is
known for her beautiful singing
voice, works at Clemson's registrar's office, and is one of the
youngest, and first, "Vet" wives
on the campus. She plays the
feminine lead.
Jay Shule'r, accomplished McClellanville poet, is a senior now
at Clemson. His portrayal of Joe
Ferguson, air-time, All-American
fbotball star is hilarious. His
huge G" 4" frame is perfect for

Fanl's Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.
J

Mr. Robert Easterling, President
of the. Oraneeburg Bamburg. and
Calhoun Alumni Club, is giving
a barbeque for the club Friday
night at seven o'clock on the
Edisto River near Denmark.
Those who plan to attend from
Clemson are Dr. R, F. Poole, Major S. M. Martin, Dr'.D. W. Daniel.
Prof.' J. E. Hunter. Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff. Mr: J.H. Woodward,
Mr. A. B. Bryan Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, and Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun.

the role as he lumbers about
demonstrating plays. The girls of
Furman will be here en masse to
witness HIS work.
- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holt, of the
English department, have leading
character roles in the play. Mr.
Holt, a dynamic red-head, nicknamed "Ike" in real-life . . . (ask
him why sometime) . . . plays Ed
Kellar, a slightly Obnoxious, blustering real-estate operator and
professional alumnus. Mrs. Holt,
a sweet little blond, 'plays Patricia,
ihe younger sister . . . a typical
ingenue role. Both of the Holts
hail from the University of North
Carolina.
Ira S. Slobodien. well-known
English instructor, plays the role
of Wally Michael's rival for Pa'ricia, and a football player. Mr.
Slobodien is a former Clemson
"tudent, and hfas broken into his
honeymoon with his beautiful
wife. Marianne, to act in this role.
Meanwhile, Marianne, refusing to
ict the part, of the forsaken bride,
has takeff oVer the duties as assistant to the director, Mrs. MacCurdy Burnet and is rehearsal
manager for the play.
Dean Frederick Damon is enacted by Crayton M. Crawford.
His mimicry as the head of the
'VrnHmpn* nf Hi'rnnnitles of a
large university is a side-splitting
ur prise to those of his friends
yvho never, before even dreamed
>f him as an'actor. He is a native
>f Greenville, and dreads the
'amily ribbing he expects after
iis performance.
Gaynelle Williams, leading
"Hemsori belle—(she has at least
hree escorts to each rehearsal
ession1)—will have her beauty
Emitted under the makeup of a
tfegro maid. Miss Williams, high
chool student and- daughter of
Professor Bratton Williams, has
had several leading roles with the
Little Theater, although this is
her first effort in a character
part.
Mrs. Helen Allen plays the
Dean's wife, Blanch. She is the

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE. S. C.

Clemson Theatre
CLEMSON, S. C.
OpenDaliy at 2 P. M.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, APRIL 22 23

"ALIAS A GENTLEMAN"
with Wallace Beery
SATURDAY, APRIL 24

"ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA"
with Luci'e Bremer
MONDAY, APRIL 26
ON STAGE AT 3, 5, 7 AND 9 P. M.
IN PERSON

RAY EBERLLT AND ORCHESTRA
55 Minutes of Your Favorite Tunes Plus Screen
Program .
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27-28

"RUTHLESS"
with Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, APRIL 29-30

"GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT"
with Gregory Peck and Dorothy McGuire

By JIMMY CUSHMAN

Members of the senior group
which made an extended tour of
the more outstanding dairy plants
and dairy farms in the southeast,
recently made separate reports on
their trip at the Dairy Club meeting which was held Tuesday
night, April 13.
The members of this party were
all seniors majoring in dairying.
They were L. D. Carter, R. M.
Hanckel, J. E. Pettigrew, W. A.
Smithwick, S. M. Frazer, C. J.
Senn, C. M. Shuman, J. F. Causey, and M. B. Smith. This group
was accompanied by Professor B.
E. Goodale, Professor of the Dairy
Department.
These men left Clemson by car
on Thursday, April 8, at 2 o'clock.
From Clemson, they went to
Greenville to visit the new Pet
Milk Plant and the Leake Brothers Milk plant. A Clemson graduate, Herbert Johnson, is the
quality control man at the Pet
Plant.
Frank Leake, another
Clemson graduate, is the Manager of the Leake Brothers Plant.
After touring these plants at
Greenville, the group drove to
Asheville, where they spent the
night.
Friday morning, the group
drove out to the Biltmore Dairy
Farms on the Biltmore Estate.
The herd manager took them over
the milking barns and parlors of
the farm and also directed them
through a tour of the 700 Jersey
cows owned by the farm. After
seeing the milking parlors with
the guest balconies for viewing
the cattle while they are being
milked, the men were treated to a
steak and chicken dinner at the
Biltmore Plaza in Asheville.
That afternoon, the group visited the Southern Dairies plant and
the Skyline Cooperative Dairy.
Max Ypumans, production manager of the Skyline Cooperative
Dairy Plant, made the statement
that Clemson sophomores and ju
niors are wanted to accept positions in this plant for temporary
summer positions. Professor
Goodale cited this as a good opportunity for Clemson men to get
some good experience as well as
to receive good payment for their
work.
Friday afternoon, the group
moved on to Greeneville. Tennessee, where they spent the night.
They visited the Pet Milk Condenser plant there and observed
the milk and flat tin going' in one
side of the plant;and the finished
Pet Milk product coming out the,
other side. They visited the
Greeneville Milk Plant on Saturday and then drove on to Knoxville, Tennessee.

A meeting of all students at
Clemson will be held on Thursday, April 29, in the College
at which the
Chapel at 5 p. r
annual treasury report of the Student Co-Op will be given by a
member of the Board of Directors.
At this time also, five new
directors will be elected by the
students. This is a STUDENT
ELECTION; therefore; it is imperative that as many as possible
be there. Of these five men to
be elected one will come from
the faculty, one from the alumni,
and three from the student body.
The students may be from the
cadet or veteran group.
Students are reminded that the
Student Co-Op is owned by the
students of Clemson College;
therefore, it would be to their advantage to support this Co-op
when possible. All the usual
necessary books and supplies are
available.
SUPPORT YOUR CO-OP.

At the University of Tennessee
the President of the dairy club
there met with the men and also
acted as host to the dairy luncheon which they attended.
After visiting the herd and
dairy barn at the University, they
concluded their visit at Knoxville
with a visit to the Southern Dairies there.
On Saturday night, the group
moved on from Knoxville to
Cleveland, Tennessee. They were
greeted there by their host, Mr:
John M. Dunlay, a Clemson grad^
uate, and by the president of the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Dunlap is the owner of the
Cleveland Ice Cream and Milk
Plant and also is a prominent civic
leader, according to Professor
Goodale.
Sunday morning, the men were
on their way to Rossville, Georgia. Here they visited two famous breeding and show herds at
the Jersey Dairy Farms of Happy
Valley Farm and Greenfield.
From Rossville, the men went
to Trion, Georgia. Here they
saw the Riegeldale Guernsey
Farm, which is managed by a
Clemson graduate, Mr. Ralph
Coarfeey. Mr. Coarsey was the
former county agent in Chester
County. He is, according to Pro
fessor Goodale, considered among
the outstanding Guernsey breeders, of the United States. Mr.
Coarsey showed the men pictures
of checks amounting to 30,000 dollars which he had received for
two Guernsey bulls. They concluded their stay there with a
trip through the farm viewing the
farm herd and barns.
,.
After completing their tour of
Riegeldale Farms, the group
moved on to Atlanta, where they
spent the night. On Monday
morning, they visited the million
dollar,. Foremost Dairies plant, the
Southern Dairies plant, and the
Dairy,- .Cooperative plant.
They drove on from Atlanta to
Athens,, Georgia, where they had
the only regrettable experience
of the^"whole trip, ana' tttat was
seeing the Georgia has'eball team
beat the. Clemson o''nlner' They^
visited thei;U:niv£rrs.ify of Georgia's ';>
farms and; buildings'"arid then
headed for the homestretch.
They arrived here,' a&oiit seven
Monday .Jjjight alter having completed a" thorough ','tbuj* Hprought
the outstanding dairy farms and
dairy plants of four states: South
Carolina, North Carpliria^'Tennessee, arid Georgia.
This trip is made annually by
the seniors in dairying, and* these
men liave stated* that, it is an experience to look forward to as
both.jnteresting and educational.

Mayfair Grill Proven To
Be Popular Place To Eat
"What'll you have, Sir?"
It isn't an easy' question to
answer at the Mayfair Grill, Anderson's ritzy answer to the
where-to-eat question. A menu
as varied as it is delectable is offered for every diner's perusal,
and rare indeed is the guest who
is able to decide immediately
which of the temptingly-prepared
dishes he wishes to store away
until time for his next meal, .
The Mayfair offers seafood
plates calculated to please the
palate of Old Man Shark himself.
Its steaks sizzle delightfully, recalling the days of chuch wagons
on the western plains. The sandwiches—ah, the sandwiches are
capable of suiting the most particular epicurean's fancy. Tasty entrees; crisp, tender salads; sweet

| fruity desserts—and, of course,
promptly-served main courses—
\ all blend together to make an
'/eating out" meal a memorable
occasion.
Add good food and helpful, efficient waitresses, and what have
you? Service, isn't it? The kind
which comes with a double helping of smile. And service is the
middle name of restaurateur Konduros, owner and operator of
the Mayfair.
Mr. Koriduros was born i i
Sparta, Greece. He came to America in 1907, and journeyed south
to Anderson from New -York City
in 1908. After a year's return
trip to. New York, he settled in
Anderson for keeps. He was connected with a succession of eating-places there until, in 1926, he
and a group of colleagues established the Sanitary restaurant on
'retty addition to our library staft the site of the present-day May;
n real life. Mrs, Allen has had fair. In 1937 he bought his partmuch, experience in the produc ners out and changed the name
ion end of Little Theater work of his grill to Mayfair.
e
ill over the country, and she is
One,of the most interesting feam expert on costuming-the plays' tures of the Mayfair's popularity
>f Shakespeare. This is her first is its collegiate atmosphere. Mr.
ole as a modern woman.
Konduros' attractive daughter,
Mrs. Irving Abrams, known to, {Catherine, acts the role of hostess
11 as "Marjie," the best cook on for boys and girls from several
he campus, is a petite, charming schools in the Anderson area.
l
jrunette. This is her first atVeteran Chef Tom Castris suempt at acting . . . (her husband pervises preparation of Mayfair
'ays "on stage acting, anyway!") food, carefully blending Old World
. •. and she portrays the brassy, methods with New World technilightly silly. wife of Ed Kellar, ques. To his discriminating work
ead of the Board of Trustees.
is due to a large measure the ex"•Nutsy" Miller, student band cellent reputation the Mayfair has
'sader, is played by Jeff McMa- maintained Airough the years.
an, who is also carrying the
ieavy load of production manager.
A newspaper reporter is played
by Dave Spiner, of Tam-pa, Florida. He does a walkon as an oldMr. T. K. Elliot Jr., class Of
tim eChicago legman. When not
appearing on-stage, Mr. Spiner '05, was feted at a banquet in
is in charge of the sound effects. Newark, New Jersey, on the eve:
Professor Burnet, who is tech- ning of April 9 in honor of his
nical advisor for the production, retirement from the Bell Telewants it known that the produc- phone Company.
At the time of his retirement,
tion staff is one of the best he
has ever worked with. Special Mr. Elliot was Engineer of Outlaurels, he says, go to Irving side Plants of the Bell Telephone
*brams, William E. Lee, Jr., Company. He now makes h
George "Hank" Wendell, Philip home at 540 Broad Street, Newark,
New Jersey..
Gilroy, and Mrs. A. T. Hind.

Engineering Grad
Retires With Honor

Classes Cut Down For
Scholarship Day
Scholarship Recognition Day
will be held on Wednesday,
May 5. In order that students
and faculty members may attend the exercises to be held at
12 noon in the Outdoor Theater,
a special schedule of morning
classes will be followed on May
5.
All classes scheduled from
8:05 to 8:55 will be held at 8:05
to 8:40
All classes scheduled from
9:05 to 9:55 will be held at 8:55
to 9:25
All classes scheduled from
10:05 to 10:55 will be held at
9:35 to 10:10
All classes scheduled from
11:05 to 11:55 will be held at
10:20 to 10:55
All classes scheduled from
12:05 to 12:55 will be held at
11:05 to 11:40.

CLASSIFIED ADS
All ads must be turned in
not later than Tuesday morning at nine o'clock.
Ads should, be put in an envelop and addressed to The
Tiger—Attention Koyall E. Norton. Box 269, Clemson. No ads
will be accepted over the telephone.

FOR RENT—June 10 to Sept.
15 completely furnished 4-room
house in Clemson, near college.
Ideal location, automatic hot
water, Address inquiries Box
1416, Clemson.

FOUND—A gold ring on the ten. nis courts. It's damn pretty.
If you'll drag your dead un by
my roon (1-334), and prove you
lost it, I'll give you a reward and
pay fo rthis ad. Dick Coney.

WANTED— To type your
'. Themes, Theses, Term Papers, Etc. Contact Helen Lee, HELP WANTED—Typist for AdUnit 323.
vertising and Business Department of Tiger. See Business
Manager.
WANTED—One used sewing machine. Singer preferred. Write
Mrs. G. W. Arnts, Box 1342, FOR SALE—Grand opportunity
for non-vet, complete set of
Clemson of call 5721.
first year dental instruments; supplies and text books for sale
cheap. Contact Billy B. EzeUe,
LOST—One Victory model bicy- Barracks No. 3, Room 215.
cle, Cadillac make. Any one
knowing the whereabouts drop
me a line. Jim Spangenberg, Box
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
1, Clemson.

Open Until 1:00 A. M.

WANTED—Will pay $10 each for
two 1943 Taps. Mrs. Julian
Longley, Dalton, Ga.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

"CHESTERFIELD AND I ARE OLD FRIENDS.
IT'S MY SMOKE."

